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“No one will protect what they
don’t care about; and no one
will care about what they have
never experienced.”
— SIR DAVID ATTENBOROUGH
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Letter from the Director
My definition of a zoo is a place that is well run,
finely tuned, and where caring people make a
difference every day. The Merriam-Webster
Dictionary defines vision as “the act or power of
imagination.” This Vision Plan for the Los Angeles
Zoo & Botanical Gardens imagines a place through
which generations of people will make a positive
difference for wildlife and their habitats.
The Zoo’s strength comes from our diverse and
talented staff, our visitors who represent all of Los
Angeles, and the 1,000-plus animals in our care that
demonstrate the variety of species on the planet,
including many at risk of extinction. The Vision Plan
is transformative for all of these groups, creating
opportunities for everyone to be a part of the Zoo’s
mission to inspire appreciation for wildlife and
conserve the world’s biodiversity. It gives all of us a
chance to be involved, make a difference, and feel a
little more connected to nature — and each other.

Using a sense of place, the Vision Plan takes visitors
on an immersive journey around the world, starting
in California and ranging through Africa, Asia,
Australia, and tropical America, with special stops
along the way for reptiles, animal demonstrations,
and a world of water. The Vision Plan foretells
opportunities to reduce the Zoo’s carbon footprint
and the use of natural resources by building in
sustainable capacity wherever possible. It supports
the Zoo’s continuing efforts to make direct impacts
on animal conservation around the world and
achieve the highest level of care for the animals living
at the Zoo. It provides a template for a Zoo that is
accessible, comfortable, engaging, inspiring, and yes,
fun for visitors. It is an exciting vision worthy of
Los Angeles.

John Lewis
Director of the Los Angeles Zoo
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Zoos bring nature within reach to millions of
people around the world

Even as our relationship to
nature is changing, most
Americans value nature in
“remarkably broad, diverse
ways” and place a high value on
“contact with the natural world,”
according to a 2017 study.2

For the first time in human history, the majority of us live in urban areas, cut off
from daily reminders of nature’s staggering beauty — and, increasingly, its alarming
fragility. We have evolved in lockstep with nature, yet our own actions are altering its
delicate balance. Many of the world’s natural habitats are shrinking, endangering the
plants and animals that call them home.
Many Americans face gaps between their interests in nature and their opportunities
to pursue those interests in their lives.1 Zoos accredited by the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) in urban centers — like the Los Angeles Zoo — can
help bridge these gaps. They provide access to nature for everyone and create
connections to nature that last a lifetime.
The AZA is dedicated to the advancement of zoos and aquariums in the areas
of conservation, education, science, and recreation. AZA represents more than
230 institutions in the United States and overseas, which collectively draw more
than 183 million visitors every year (exceeding the annual attendance of the NFL,
NBA, and MLB combined). These institutions meet the highest standards in animal
care and provide fun, safe, and educational family experiences.

Underwater viewing
opportunities and upclose hippo encounters
are part of the Vision
Plan’s Africa experience.
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The only zoo in the nation’s second-largest city

Forty-one percent of lowerincome households in
Los Angeles do not have
immediate access to a park.1

Located near the heart of downtown Los Angeles and next door to Hollywood, the
Los Angeles Zoo provides the nation’s second-biggest city with an outdoor refuge, a
community hub, a gateway to nature, and a global conservation organization — all in
one location. For millions of visitors, the Zoo embodies the values of caring for one
another, our planet, and our shared resources.

Serving a regional population
of 18.7 million people, Griffith
Park is the most-visited park
in the City of Los Angeles,
placing the L.A. Zoo at the
epicenter of outdoor activities
for Angelenos.2

Left: Currently, 82 percent of North America’s population
lives in an urban area. 3
Above: At 4,310 acres, Griffith Park is among the largest
urban parks in the continental U.S.4
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The Los Angeles Zoo meets local
and global needs
A NATURAL REFUGE FOR MILLIONS
The Los Angeles Zoo provides fun, safe, and meaningful outdoor experiences to millions
of visitors. We are a refuge for the 1,000-plus animals in our care, at a time when many
of their numbers are threatened in the wild. And we are a refuge for local residents and
tourists to relax, recharge, and renew their connections to nature.

“Those who contemplate the
beauty of the earth find reserves
of strength that will endure as
long as life lasts.”
— RACHEL CARSON, “SILENT SPRING”

A HUB FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
The Los Angeles Zoo is a hub for showcasing the economic, cultural, and social benefits
of environmental sustainability. The Zoo’s 133-acre campus provides millions of visitors
with living proof that healthy ecosystems are key not just to our communities, but also to
thriving cities and natural areas everywhere.

A REGIONAL GATEWAY TO NATURE
The Los Angeles Zoo is strategically located at the crossroads of the L.A. River, the
I-5 corridor, and Griffith Park, providing a gateway to nature. Proximity to hiking trails
in Griffith Park and bike paths along the L.A. River — and accessible public parking —
ensures that the Zoo serves a community that is much broader than our annual
visitorship alone.

A GLOBAL CONSERVATION LEADER
The Los Angeles Zoo is leading the charge on global conservation efforts, from
repopulating mountain yellow-legged frogs to their native range in the San Gabriel
Mountains to addressing human-elephant conflict in Cambodia. Our animal care and
breeding programs at home and our conservation initiatives abroad have earned the Zoo
special recognition from the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) in 2016 and 2017.

From up-close encounters
to overnight camp-outs,
the Los Angeles Zoo
makes nature accessible
to millions of area
residents of all ages.

Electric vehicle charging
stations, drought tolerant
landscaping, permeable
pavement, and storm
water management
practices are already
features of the
Los Angeles Zoo.

Cyclists, kayakers,
runners, hikers, horseback
riders, and local residents
are part of the diverse
community that enjoys
greater access to
the revitalized
L.A. River corridor.

Hundreds of California
condors again fly
freely over the skies of
California, Arizona, and
Utah, thanks to the efforts
of the Los Angeles Zoo
and its partners in this
unprecedented endeavor.
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Building on
our success
Los Angeles has had a zoo
in continuous operation since
1885. Although the venues,
ownership, and exhibits have
changed significantly over the
past 130 years, the chance
for people to have personal
encounters with exotic animals
and experience the wonder
of nature in the midst of the
City has been a constant in the
story of Los Angeles. As zoos
across the country have evolved
from local tourist attractions
to global wildlife conservation
organizations, the Los Angeles
Zoo has kept — and often set —
the pace.

TIMELINE: 1885 to 2018

From Displaying Animals
to Conserving Wildlife

1912
GRIFFITH PARK’S
FIRST ZOO
The Grifﬁth Park Zoo,
primarily a collection of
former circus animals,
opens. Now called the
“Old Zoo,” it remains a
popular destination for
picnickers and hikers.

1885

1963
GLAZA PARTNERSHIP
BEGINS
The private, nonprofit Greater
Los Angeles Zoo Association
(GLAZA) is created to support
the new Zoo. GLAZA recruits
volunteers, trains docents,
publishes member magazine
Zoo View, and begins to raise
funds and acquire animals for
the Zoo.

1957
1912

1885
EARLY LOS ANGELES’ EASTLAKE ZOO
The privately operated Eastlake Zoo opens in downtown
Los Angeles.

1966
1963

1957
CITIZENS VOTE TO
FUND NEW ZOO
Citizens of the City of
Los Angeles vote in favor
of a $6.6 million bond
measure to help build a
new zoo for the City.

1966
THE ZOO’S GRAND OPENING
The Los Angeles Zoo, owned and operated by
the City of Los Angeles, opens at its current
location on November 28, 1966. The Zoo
becomes the ﬁrst major zoological park in the
United States to prohibit guests from feeding
the animals.
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1970s
ZOOMOBILE
TAKES OFF
The Zoo constructs
additional buildings
and new exhibits and
launches ZooMobile,
a program that takes
animals to schools.

1992
ENVISIONING THE ZOO IN 2002
The Zoo completes its ﬁrst Master Plan,
entitled Los Angeles Zoo 2002:
A Master Plan.

1984
L.A. HOSTS OLYMPICS
Los Angeles hosts the Summer
Olympics, and the Zoo becomes
a temporary home for two
giant pandas.

1980s
1970s

1982

1997

1990s
1984

1982
CALIFORNIA CONDOR
RESCUE BEGINS
After the California condor population
dwindles to just 22 birds in the wild,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
and the California Fish and Game
Commission agree to a captive breeding
program. As an inaugural partner,
the Zoo launches participation in the
California Condor Recovery Program.

1998
JANE GOODALL PRAISES NEW HABITAT
The Zoo debuts its ﬁrst capital project in nearly
ten years with the opening of Chimpanzees of
the Mahale Mountains. This one-acre habitat
is lauded by world-renown primatologist Jane
Goodall as one of the ﬁnest zoo habitats,
and is home to one of the largest troops of
chimpanzees in the United States.

1992

1990s
A NEW APPROACH FOR THE
NEW MILLENNIUM
The Zoo faces hurdles associated with
outdated animal housing and exhibits,
as well as insufﬁcient funding for facility
maintenance and capital improvements.
In response, the Zoo embarks on a
comprehensive master planning process.

2000
1998

1997
NEW GOVERNANCE FOR THE ZOO
In 1997, the Los Angeles City Council
transfers management and oversight
from the Department of Recreation
and Parks, creates a separate Councilcontrolled Department of the Zoo,
and appoints a new General Manager/
Zoo Director. With new leadership
and guidance, the Zoo implements
over 530 improvements and receives
AZA reaccreditation.
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2010
PERMEABLE PAVEMENT AND
PACHYDERMS
In November 2010, construction on the
Proposition O-funded Zoo Parking Lot
is completed, helping prevent polluted
run-off from flowing into the L.A. River.
Features include permeable pavement
and bio-retention cells.

LOS ANGELES ZOO 2002:
A MASTER PLAN

2005
OPENING NEW DOORS TO
DISCOVERY
The Zoo opens the Children’s Discovery
Center, a two-story facility that
comprises classrooms, an auditorium,
and education and volunteer offices. In
2005, the Zoo also opens its new entry
plaza and Sea Life Cliffs habitat.

1992: The Zoo develops its ﬁrst Master Plan,
entitled Los Angeles Zoo 2002: A Master Plan.
1998: The Zoo creates the Los Angeles Zoo
2002 Master Plan Update. These Master
Plan documents provide the road map for
the Zoo’s capital improvement plan with the
investment of more than $172 million
of new construction projects and
infrastructure improvements.

ZOO BOND & CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Completion of the Master Plan represented
the Zoo’s commitment to deliver on its
promises to the community that approved
the various bond measures and to the
philanthropic community that made
generous donations in support of these
projects. The capital investment was made
possible with funding provided through
voter indebtedness (Propositions A-1, A-2,
K, and CC), City monies, and funds raised
by GLAZA.

2002

In December 2010, the new Elephants
of Asia opens on a six-acre site. Habitat
features include a waterfall, two pools,
natural surfaces and topographic
changes, and a 16,600-square-foot,
two-story barn.

2007
2005

2002
ANIMAL CARE ADVANCEMENTS
A new era in animal care begins with the opening of the
Gottlieb Animal Health and Conservation Center,
comprising innovative animal medical treatment rooms,
clinical laboratories, and an animal commissary.

2014
THE RAINFOREST ARRIVES IN
LOS ANGELES
The Zoo opens Rainforest of the
Americas, featuring immersive habitats,
lush vegetation and waterways, and
specialized animal housing and support
facilities for more than 20 different
species, including several that are
critically endangered.

2012
2010

2007
UP-CLOSE GORILLA
ENCOUNTERS
Campo Gorilla Reserve
opens, providing visitors
with an immersive
experience via up-close
encounters with the gorillas
through viewing glass.

2015
2014

2012
THE ALLURE OF THE LAIR
Opening in March 2012, the new Living
Amphibians, Invertebrates, and Reptiles
building, also known as the L.A.I.R., encompasses
over 60 species and provides habitats for various
unique and endangered animals.

2015
JAGUARS JOIN THE RAINFOREST
Jaguars join Rainforest of the Americas
in a new habitat that features natural
landscape elements, a sophisticated
facility that accommodates the jaguars’
solitary lifestyle, and optimized viewing
locations for visitors.
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We can do even better
“When we try to pick out
anything by itself, we find it
hitched to everything else in
the Universe.”
— JOHN MUIR1

ROOM TO IMPROVE

CONSERVATION

Our past successes include new immersive
habitats (Campo Gorilla Reserve, Elephants of Asia,
and Rainforest of the Americas) and state-of-theart animal care and support facilities implemented
as part of the 1992 Master Plan. By building on
these, we can further transform the Zoo into the
environmentally sustainable, world-class destination
and wildlife conservation center that Los Angeles
deserves — and that wildlife everywhere needs.

Throughout the Zoo, we can do more to raise visitor
awareness about challenges that animals face in the
wild and the steps we are taking to help save them
from extinction. Updating and expanding the Zoo’s
facilities strengthens our commitment to breeding
programs for critically endangered species.

ANIMAL CARE

The remaining outdated animal exhibits and
enclosures (the “roundhouses” from the 1966
design) are labor-intensive and inefficient to
maintain. These older structures must be replaced
with new support facilities that reflect the significant
advances in animal care techniques that have
evolved over the last 50 years and that support our
continued growth, knowledge, and understanding of
what animals need to thrive.
Orangutans will enjoy an updated habitat in the
Los Angeles Zoo’s Vision Plan.

VISITOR EXPERIENCE

The visitor experience is hampered by drawbacks
such as: lack of shade, convoluted layout, mixed use
of paths by both visitors and service vehicles, and
the considerable distance between the entry and
major exhibits. On peak days, visitors experience
congested traffic, crowded parking lots, and long
lines at restaurants and restrooms.
WORLD-CLASS DESTINATION

The quality and number of amenities that draw
first-time visitors and encourage repeat visitation
are insufficient. The Zoo lacks dynamic, unique,
and thematic attractions and experiences,
special event venues, interpretive exhibits, and
educational facilities that can grow attendance
and increase revenue.
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Why a Vision Plan?
A ROAD MAP TO TRANSFORM THE ZOO

More people from more walks
of life report feeling welcome in
zoos than they do in museums,
at the symphony, or even on the
hiking trail.1

A new Vision Plan is required to address outdated
buildings and infrastructure, to upgrade animal
care and guest amenities, and to ensure the Zoo’s
continued transformation into a world-class zoo.
The new Vision Plan is a road map to the future,
leading to the complete development of all 133 acres
of Zoo property. It touches every aspect of the Zoo,
from ticket counter to food counter, from animal
enrichment to staff development, and from visitor
participation to community involvement.

The Vision Plan will lead to the creation of
innovative zoological habitats that immerse and
enthrall guests, connect our community to nature,
and create the next generation of conservation
leaders. The Los Angeles Zoo, at this Plan’s
completion, will be a model setting the standard
for all zoos to follow, connecting people and
animals for a richer tomorrow.

Left: Seeing eye to eye
at Chimpanzees of the
Mahale Mountains
Right: Mealtime for
California sea lions
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Six guiding principles inform our daily actions and
shape our long-term strategic vision
GUIDING PRINCIPLE

A statement that articulates
shared organizational values,
underlies strategic vision and
mission, and serves as a basis
for integrated decision making.
Principles constitute the rules,
constraints, overriding criteria,
and behaviors by which an
organization abides in its daily
activities and in the long term.

The Los Angeles Zoo is fully committed to embodying these six fundamental
principles every day as well as making them the foundation to this Vision Plan.
ANIMAL CARE
ANIMAL
CARE
Achieve the highest level of animal welfare

CONSERVATION

Advance conservation efforts locally and globally

VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Create meaningful, safe, and fun experiences for our visitors and our community

WORLD-CLASS DESTINATION

Enhance our facility, operations, and outreach as a world-class destination

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Demonstrate environmental sustainability and best practices

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

Embody operational excellence at every level
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Achieve the highest level
of animal welfare
CARING FOR INDIVIDUALS, SAVING ENTIRE SPECIES

We are passionate about and dedicated to providing
the highest level of animal welfare for each and
every animal in our care. We will fulfill this vision
with state-of-the-art facilities for our animals and
the complete resources our staff needs to ensure
that the animals’ medical, nutritional, behavioral,
and environmental needs are met on a daily basis.
Top right: Skilled Zoo
staff examine a California
condor.

ENRICHING ANIMALS’ LIVES AND
PROTECTING ENDANGERED SPECIES
We will create facilities that provide enriched
environments for all of our animals; invest in night
quarters suited to each species’ unique needs; and
construct back-of-house spaces that support our
breeding programs.

Bottom left: A dedicated
keeper hand-rears
a monkey.

SUPPORTING OUR STAFF’S QUEST
TO BE THE BEST
Our veterinary services are second to none, and our
dedicated keepers provide the care and enrichment
that animals need to thrive. We will support our staff
through programs and facilities that help them grow
professionally, including opportunities to continually
learn through shared experiences and field
conservation projects.
NATURAL SETTINGS WITH
MIXED-SPECIES HABITATS
Building upon our previous success with Elephants of
Asia and Rainforest of the Americas, we will create
natural settings for each animal habitat. Mixed-species
habitats will create enriched environments as well as
engage the public.

ANIMAL
CARE
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Advance conservation efforts
locally and globally
SAVING ANIMALS FROM CALIFORNIA TO CAMBODIA

The Los Angeles Zoo helped change the course
of history when it partnered with other agencies
and zoos to rescue the California condor from
extinction. We will expand upon this legacy by
creating facilities and programs that support
conservation action around the world.
Top right: Through the
efforts of the Los Angeles
Zoo and its partners,
the California condor
population has increased
from just 22 individuals in
the 1980s to nearly 500
birds today.

BRED TO BE WILD
To advance our work with endangered species, we
will create facilities that support the full range of our
conservation and breeding programs and that meet our
commitment to invite guests behind the scenes to learn
about these programs firsthand.
SCAN INITIATIVE
Through our Species Conservation Action Network
(SCAN) program, we will assemble teams to come to
the aid of endangered wild animal populations anywhere
in the world. Our work with populations in human care
at the Zoo gives us unique insight into helping wild
populations recover from numerous types of threats.

Bottom left: The Zoo
supports conservation
programs in Cambodia to
protect Asian elephants
in the wild.

PARTNERS IN THE FIELD
We will continue to partner with groups such as the
Gorilla Rehabilitation and Conservation Education
(GRACE) Center in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Our shared goal is to help wild animal populations
survive threats such as human-animal conflict and
habitat destruction in ways that are compatible with
local economies and personal livelihoods.

CONSERVATION
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Create meaningful, safe, and fun experiences
for our visitors and our community
NATURE FOR ALL OF US

Being in nature reduces stress and promotes
physical, emotional, and mental well-being. The Zoo
will create immersive nature experiences that will
improve the quality of life for all. The Zoo will be a
respite from our day-to-day urban environment.

Top right: Face-to-face
with a giant river otter
in Rainforest of the
Americas

UNIVERSAL ACCESS IS UNIVERSALLY BETTER
The Los Angeles Zoo welcomes a diverse audience
and strives to make each visit unique, memorable, and
meaningful. Our mission is to provide connections to
animals and nature to all who pass through our gates,
of all ages, backgrounds, and abilities.

Bottom left: Meeting
one of the Zoo’s animal
ambassadors

A LIVING CLASSROOM
The Zoo provides a living classroom and inspiring place
for informal and formal learning. We are committed
to integrating interpretive exhibits, hands-on learning
opportunities, and group activity spaces throughout
the Zoo.
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
The Zoo offers engagement for everyone, from
watching animals in quiet contemplation to joining
hands-on discovery activities or taking part in
conservation programs. We envision a Zoo that
anticipates our visitors’ needs at every turn. Visitors
can quickly find inviting lunch spots, picnic locations,
or sit-down restaurants. Conveniently located restrooms
and shady spots throughout the campus create a
welcoming, comfortable experience.

VISITOR
EXPERIENCE
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Enhance our facility, operations, and outreach
as a world-class destination
A WORLD-CLASS ZOO FOR A WORLD-CLASS CITY

As one of the world’s great cities, Los Angeles is
home not just to Hollywood but also to world-class
performing arts venues, museums, and theme
parks. Los Angeles sets a standard that other cities
aspire to follow, and our Zoo must do no less.

Top right: A holiday
tradition, L.A. Zoo
Lights attracts more
than 250,000 visitors
annually.

VISIT THE ZOO, SEE THE WORLD
We envision a Zoo that offers visitors the sights, sounds,
and experiences that are otherwise only afforded those
who go on safari in Africa, trek through the Australian
outback, venture into the Amazon, or explore the islands
and rainforests of Asia.

Bottom left: The Zoo’s
iconic marquee greets
1.7 million visitors
every year.

FULFILLING THE PROMISE
By utilizing the Zoo’s 133-acre site more effectively,
we aim to increase attendance from 1.7 to 3.0 million
visitors annually. In doing so, we will create the quality
of experiences that attract both tourists and residents.
With higher attendance, we will also generate additional
revenue to support our mission.

WORLD-CLASS
DESTINATION
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Demonstrate environmental sustainability
and best practices
BEING GREEN IS OUR SECOND NATURE

The Los Angeles Zoo is committed to achieving
greater environmental sustainability and to
sharing stories of our past successes and future
challenges with visitors. The entire Zoo campus
will demonstrate the values and best practices
set forth in the City of Los Angeles’ Sustainable
City pLAn.1
Top right: Inspired by
Thai architecture and
built to LEED Silver
standards, the elephant
barn demonstrates
the Zoo’s commitment
to environmental
sustainability.
Bottom left: School
groups from Los Angeles
Unified School District
(LAUSD) enjoy free
admission to the Zoo,
a program that reaches
more than 40,000
kids each year.

“LEEDING” THE WAY
We have adopted LEED Silver standards for all new
construction envisioned in this Plan. Each of the
Zoo’s structures added since 1998 already meet this
standard, including the entry complex, the elephant
barn, the L.A.I.R., and Gottlieb Animal Health and
Conservation Center. This is in alignment with the City’s
goal of being a leader on environmental, economic, and
social equity issues.
DEMONSTRATING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE,
BUILDING GREENER NEIGHBORHOODS
The Los Angeles Zoo can provide access to nature that
works in conjunction with the greener neighborhoods that
the City is seeking to foster. The Zoo can be a partner
with the City to advocate for environmental justice for
all of our residents. As part of the revitalized L.A. River
corridor, we are in a unique position to be a hub for the
City’s sustainability initiatives.

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
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Embody operational excellence at every level
OPERATING WITH EXCELLENCE AND EFFICIENCY

We will create facilities and systems that support
staff in creating a world-class zoo experience
for animals and visitors alike. Our physical
campus and operational practices will empower
the highest and best levels of safety, efficiency,
and customer service.
Top right: Providing staff
with the robust facilities
and support they need
to excel at their jobs is
central to the Vision Plan.
Bottom left: Facility
age and design impact
operational efficiency,
both of which will be
addressed with the
Vision Plan.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
We will ensure that we have the facilities necessary to
support a 133-acre Zoo, from retail shops and animal
service areas to immaculate restrooms and inviting
cafes and restaurants. We will provide robust facilities to
support staff in all facets of their work, ensuring the Zoo
is clean, efficient, well-maintained, and supportive of a
thriving organizational culture.
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
We will enhance our facilities, infrastructure, and
operations to achieve maximum efficiency at all levels.
Examples we envision include enlarged service and food
storage areas for more efficient bulk purchasing, and
separation of service traffic from visitor areas for more
efficient flow.

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE
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Transforming the Los Angeles Zoo
for tomorrow
To lead the vision planning process beginning in
mid-2016, the Los Angeles Zoo assembled an
executive team comprised of Zoo and GLAZA
senior staff, and representatives from the Board
of Zoo Commissioners and the GLAZA Board of
Trustees. This team was led by the award-winning
architectural design and zoo master planning firm

Torre Design Consortium, Ltd., selected through a
competitive request for proposals process. Torre
Design Consortium, Ltd. is a multi-disciplinary firm
that has been practicing integrated disciplines of
architecture, landscape architecture, zoo design, and
master planning for more than 30 years.

THE TEAM
John Lewis, Zoo Director
Denise Verret, Deputy Director

Darryl Pon, Project Manager

MASTER PLAN EXECUTIVE TEAM

CONSULTANT TEAM

STAKEHOLDERS

Zoo Senior Staff
GLAZA Senior Staff
Zoo Commission Representative
GLAZA Trustee Representatives

Torre Design Consortium, Ltd.

Elected Officials
Board of Zoo Commissioners
Employees and Volunteers
GLAZA Trustees
GLAZA Members
Zoo Magnet School
Zoo Visitors
Neighborhood Groups
Donors

L. Azeo Torre, FAIA, FASLA, FAAR, IIDA,
LEED Principal-in-Charge
Matt Monahan, Senior Architect & Project Manager
Laura Filipek Patterson, Project Architect
Jeffery Borchardt, Senior Landscape Architect
Chuck Byrd, Jack Milazzo, James DeRoussel
Project Landscape Architects, Interpretive & Graphic Design
Harold Reed, Cost Estimator

CIVIL
ENGINEERING
Psomas

LIFE SUPPORT

OUTREACH

PCA Global

Circlepoint

STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING

ECONOMIC
FEASIBILITY

JCE Structural
Engineering

AECOM

SUSTAINABILITY
Watearth, Inc.

MECHANICAL &
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Building
Solutions Group
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Scope of work and process
The Executive Team, in cooperation with Torre
Design Consortium and its expert subconsultants,
participated in regular workshops throughout the
course of the project to formulate the Plan.

This development process has been both visionary
and detail-oriented, relying heavily on the expertise
of the team.

THE VISION PLAN PROCESS

SITE ANALYSIS
Topography
Soil
Vegetation
Infrastructure

DOCUMENT REVIEW
1992 and 1998 Master Plans
Market Research
Strategic Plan

RESEARCH
Operations
Circulation
Sustainable Opportunities
Attendance Patterns

INTERNAL ENGAGEMENT
Staff Survey
Feedback
Workshops
Open House

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Website
Survey Feedback
Public Meetings
Open House

VISION PLAN

17 MONTH PROCESS
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Site analysis
Torre Design Consortium, along with its expert subconsultants, provided in-depth
site analysis, economic feasibility studies, and interpretive, conceptual, and technical
design services over a 17-month period, from August 2016 to December 2017.
A thorough review of the Zoo’s site, facilities, exhibits, infrastructure, and circulation
informed the development of the 2018 Vision Plan. What follows are the highlights
and key findings of this analysis, with additional details contained in the Appendix.
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Topography
Located on the eastern edge of the Santa
Monica Mountains, the Los Angeles Zoo
occupies a hilly site, with 150 feet of vertical
rise (ranging from 460 to 610 feet above
mean sea level). Portions of the interior of
the Zoo are relatively flat, due to historic
infill for a golf course that predated the
Zoo. The current tram meets accessibility
requirements, but navigating the entire site
with comfort, ease, and confidence remains a
barrier for many visitors.
KEY FINDINGS
Vistas:
▪

The Zoo site is naturally beautiful. Its 		
terrain and adjacent hills make the Zoo
feel more expansive than the 133 acres
it occupies.

▪

Opening up key vistas through vegetation
thinning will make the Zoo feel larger and
more dramatic.

Hillsides and slopes:
▪

Slopes range from moderate (9%-15%) to
severe (35%-45%).

▪

Steeper hillsides have not yet been 		
developed (with the exception of the 		
aviary), but offer great exhibit potential.

EXISTING TOPOGRAPHIC STUDY
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Circulation
The existing circulation is a legacy of the
original 1966 design, with subsequent
modifications made from 2002 to 2016.
Features include single entrance and exit
points from and to the parking lot; shared
use of roads by visitors, trams, and service
vehicles; the lack of a loop system for
confident wayfinding over the entire site;
and insufficient space for visitor circulation,
leading to gridlock and unsatisfactory visitor
experiences on peak days.
KEY FINDINGS
Visitor circulation and wayfinding:
▪

The poor circulation hierarchy and lack 		
of a loop system leads to many guests 		
becoming lost and missing out on exhibits.

▪

Zoo guests often have to find their own 		
circulation pattern (outlined in red).

Service roads and vehicles:
▪

Service is provided via two portals, located
to the southeast and southwest, yet 		
internal service facilities are fragmented		
throughout the site and are too small.

▪

Service roads are shared with Zoo guests
and trams.

CIRCULATION STUDY
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UTILITIES LEGEND
STORM DRAIN

MAXED OUT
ELECTRICAL

SEWER
ELECTRIC
STRUCTURE

A thorough assessment of all existing
facilities and the Zoo’s utility infrastructure,
including electrical capacity, emergency
power supply, storm water facilities, water
consumption, storm drains, sewers, and
electrical supply was conducted.

ELECTRICAL
MAIN

KEY FINDINGS
Electrical:
▪

High voltage enters at the front of the Zoo
adjacent to the Children’s Discovery Center
and in the interior of the Zoo adjacent to
the Bird Show. The interior service area is
the main power source for the Zoo and is
at maximum capacity.

▪

Three areas within the Zoo have
emergency power with generators.

MAXED
ELECTRICAL

WATER

Storm water:
▪

All the storm water and pool water drains
to the Zoo’s pumping plant and then is
pumped to the Los Angeles-Glendale
water treatment plant, where it is recycled
for Citywide use as tertiary treated water.

WATER

WATER

EXISTING UTILITY DIAGRAM

EXISTING UTILITY DIAGRAM

Utitlity infrastructure
continued on next page
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UTILITIES LEGEND
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KEY FINDINGS (continued)
Water consumption:
▪

Water use (including the adjacent Autry
Museum of the American West) is 		
178,000 HCF or approximately 1 million
gallons an acre. A majority of this is likely
due to irrigation and dump-and-ﬁll pools.
Currently, the water comes from the City
supply to a tank in the Griffith Park hills.
The Zoo currently uses recycled water for
irrigation in the parking lot. City-sourced
recycled water is available throughout
Griffith Park, and there is potential to
develop a recycled water system for use
in the main Zoo property. This increased
use of recycled water would decrease the
Zoo’s consumption of potable water.

ELECTRICAL
MAIN

MAXED
ELECTRICAL

WATER

Utility network:
▪

The Zoo is at capacity with all utility 		
infrastructure, much of which is obsolete
and needs replacement. In general, utilities
were installed extremely deep and covered
with extensive fill.

WATER

WATER

Civil engineering:
▪

10 to 15 percent of the project cost should
be set aside for offsite costs to fix the
utility “backbone.” Most pipes don’t last
more than 50 years, so the Zoo is due
for replacement.

EXISTING UTILITY DIAGRAM

EXISTING UTILITY DIAGRAM
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LEGEND
EXHIBIT AREAS: 55 ACRES
UNDEVELOPED LAND: 31 ACRES
CONSERVATION/ CONDORS: 3.25 ACRES
SERVICE & STORAGE: 8.2 ACRES
PARKING: 30.2 ACRES

The site analysis of under-developed and
undeveloped acreage reveals that the Zoo
has successfully achieved 1.7 million in
annual attendance on 85 developed acres
of the 133-acre Zoo site. This includes 30.2
acres of parking lot areas.

ADMIN & EDUCATION 6.84 ACRES

TOTAL : 133 ACRES

KEY FINDINGS
▪

Although 31 acres are shown as 			
undeveloped, there are another
9 acres of under-developed and 			
inadequate exhibits that need to be 		
elevated to the Zoo’s current — and
future — standards.

▪

There is no comprehensive service
center for deliveries, maintenance, storage,
and equipment.

ACREAGE OF EXISTING USES
ACREAGE OF EXISTING USES
SCALE: 1” = 100’-0”
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Public participation
In an effort to truly reach out to the community, public participation was made
integral to our process at the beginning, middle, and end.
Key elements of this public outreach included:
▪

Three public meetings with proper prior notice to receive input from citizens.

▪

An interactive website (microsite) allowing those who could not attend the
public meetings to give input and ideas.

▪

Coordination with other City agencies to integrate the Zoo’s Vision Plan concepts
with other projects, including Mayor Garcetti’s Sustainable City pLAn.

The final Vision Plan is a confluence of multiple streams of inquiry. All suggestions
were evaluated throughout the workshop process and formed the basis of the Plan
and its elements.
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Public meetings and online survey
PUBLIC FEEDBACK TO THE PLAN

“Looks very good from an
animal collection/welfare point
of view. Please keep that up. I
am pleased with the plan.”
“We all need a place to see
animals and nature working
together.”
“We especially liked the focus
on sustainability, improved
visitor circulation, and expanded
California habitats.”

The Los Angeles Zoo conducted two public
meetings and one public open house (December
2016, February 2017, December 2017).
▪

Combined attendance: 254

The microsite launched December 2016
(www.lazoomasterplan.com) and included an
opportunity to complete an online survey. An
important takeaway from the online survey was
the ranking of key values to inform the plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Animal Care and Welfare
Conservation
Education
Guest Experience
Veterinary Science
Sustainability
Community Resource

“This is a fantastic vision of
what our zoo can become. I truly
hope that the vision’s realized
as the zoo is such an incredible
asset to the community.”
“Citizens of LA will be
provided an appreciation of the
environment of our total world
at the renovated zoo.”

Left: Members of the
public discuss the Vision
Plan with Zoo staff.
Right: Director John Lewis
presents the plan at the
December 2017 public
meeting.
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Public feedback
PUBLIC FEEDBACK TO THE PLAN

▪

Microsite had more than 3,400 views

“Thank you for sharing the
vision for the zoo. This was very
interesting. I haven’t been to
the zoo in years I’m so glad to
see all the improvements the
zoo is working towards.”

▪

194 online surveys completed

▪

173 onsite surveys completed at December 2017
open house:

“Can’t wait for the work to start.
Everything is really well thought
out and this will really make the
LA Zoo World-Class.”
“I love how it connects humans
more to nature rather than
the main focus to be the
animals. I love how it equally
focuses on both.”

1. 87 percent of survey respondents strongly
agree that it is important that the City of
Los Angeles has a world-class zoo.
2. 77 percent of survey respondents strongly
agree that, overall, the Vision Plan represents a
transformation that will make the Los Angeles
Zoo a world-class zoo.

“Something the Zoo and the
City need.”
“Amazing vision.”

Left: For people unable to attend the public meetings, the
microsite provided information about the Vision Plan and
invited feedback via an online survey.
Right: People who attended an open house at the Zoo had
the opportunity to complete surveys in person.
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A transformational vision for animals,
people, and Los Angeles
“The Los Angeles Zoo is a
microcosm of what makes the
City of Los Angeles the best in
the world — it is full of diversity.
We want to share our amazing
stories with all of our visitors
and transform their appreciation,
understanding and support of
saving wildlife.”

Our vision for the new Los Angeles Zoo is transformative — for the animals in our care,
for everyone who spends time at the Zoo, and for the entire City of Los Angeles. This
Vision Plan touches every aspect of the Zoo — from entry to exit, from underground
infrastructure to rooftop solar, and from consolidated behind-the-scenes operations
to strategically located visitor amenities throughout the campus. This Vision Plan is
comprehensive for each of the Zoo’s 1,000-plus animals as well as for each of our 1.7
million annual visitors from Los Angeles and around the world.

— JOHN LEWIS,
DIRECTOR OF THE LOS ANGELES ZOO

A TRANSFORMATIONAL VISION
FOR ANIMALS

273%

MORE SPACE
MISSION STATEMENT
To serve the community, the Los Angeles
Zoo will create an environment for recreation
and discovery; inspire an appreciation of
wildlife through exhibitry and education;
ensure the highest level of animal welfare;
and support programs that preserve
biodiversity and conserve natural habitat.

Space dedicated solely to animals and their
welfare is increased by 273%, giving more
room to meet the individual needs of each
animal in our care.

A TRANSFORMATIONAL VISION
FOR PEOPLE

+73,000
SQ FT

The new Los Angeles Zoo offers our guests
a warmer welcome than ever before — in
immersive environments from California
to Africa, through community gathering
hubs in 60,000 square feet of new Visitor
Centers, in 13,000 square feet of new food
service facilities, and with twice as many
environmentally sustainable restrooms.

A TRANSFORMATIONAL VISION
FOR LOS ANGELES

45%

SOLAR-POWERED
The future of Los Angeles is green, and the
Vision Plan ensures the Zoo will be a leader
in the City’s sustainability plans. Rainwater
and runoff is captured to reduce water
consumption by 44%, while integrated
solar systems power 45% of the Zoo’s
energy use.
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A day in the life of the
new Los Angeles Zoo

6:00 AM

8:00 AM

12:00 PM

2:00 PM

5:00 PM

TIMELESS

The sun rises over Condor
Canyon, filters through
the Rainforest canopy, and
shines on the African savanna.
Condors stretch their giant
wings, siamangs sing, giraffes
browse, and Speke’s
gazelles graze.

Dozens of keepers, veterinarians,
educators, construction and
maintenance workers, volunteers,
and other staff are already hard
at work. Before their day is
done, 1,000-plus animals will
eat, explore, sleep, breed, greet,
and groom one another — and
thousands of visitors will explore
nature in the new Zoo.

With the new Zoo’s 133 acres to
explore, there’s plenty of room
to spread out. Feeling hungry?
Choose your favorite lunch spot:
brown bag it at the Nature Play
Park, picnic on safari in Africa, or
dine overlooking the vineyard at
the California Visitor Center.

With the sun high in the sky,
it’s time to slow down, find a
shady spot, and hang out. Next
stop: feed the giraffes, take in
the bird show, or meet behind
the scenes with keepers and
conservationists.

As the sun sets behind the
mountains of Griffith Park,
binturong and big cats begin to
stir. Before you go, take a final
moment to listen to and smell the
wild. It’s time to head home with
lasting memories — memories
that shine as brightly as the
lights powered by the Zoo’s solar
electrical capacity.

Half a world away, the sun rises
over a troop of Grauer’s gorillas,
peacefully foraging on protected
land thanks to our Zoo’s global
conservation efforts.
Welcome to the new
Los Angeles Zoo.
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Zoo Entry
7 ACRES

Welcome to the new Los Angeles Zoo.
The new entry experience promotes a sense of arrival at a truly world-class
destination — the new Los Angeles Zoo. The Zoo Entry facilitates fun, effortless,
and memorable visits by streamlining parking, ticketing, membership services, and
wheelchair and stroller rentals. Accessibility is prioritized in an entry promenade
that invites everyone to experience the Zoo together. A great day at the Zoo needs a
great finale, so the new entry complex is bookended with an enlarged gift shop and
dedicated exit. From beginning to end, welcoming features elevate the Los Angeles
Zoo experience into one that everyone will want to come back to again and again.
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Zoo Entry
ARRIVING AT A CLASSIC
LOS ANGELES DESTINATION
1 The new Zoo announces itself as a world-class
destination before visitors even enter its gates.
The iconic Hollywood-inspired Zoo marquee
is enhanced with animated LED panels, while
timeless California-style architecture and citrus
grove landscaping convey a sense of arrival at
this classic Los Angeles location.
2 New operational support facilities put staff
where they are needed most to best serve
visitors and collaborate effectively.
3 Amenities such as the gift shop, stroller and
wheelchair rental, and membership services are
now located at the front entrance so that each
Zoo visit starts, and ends, with convenience
and hospitality.
4 It’s impossible to miss the solar panels on
rooftops throughout the Zoo Entry complex, a
sign of the Zoo’s commitment to environmental
sustainability and reduced consumption.
5 Underfoot and hidden from view, a new utility
backbone replaces deteriorating and undersized
50-year-old infrastructure. Upgrades to the
entire campus flow through the Zoo Entry,
improving operational capacity for everything
from sewer and storm drains to the electric grid.

6 Iconic California species, including sea lions
and grizzly bears, are welcoming ambassadors
that start visitors’ animal experiences right
away. With easy access to California, Water, and
Rainforest, the next animal encounter is never
far away.
7 A gently sloping and accessible walkway
replaces the previous entry’s steps, so families
stay together and everyone shares the
same experience. At 80 feet wide, the
entry promenade doubles its former width,
creating a pleasant atmosphere, even on
high-capacity days.
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8 With a sit-down dining opportunity overlooking
sea lions and grizzly bears, visitors are
encouraged to linger long enough to watch a sea
lion demonstration or enjoy a second drink.
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9 The new orientation plaza is a jumping-off
point for adventure. Whether choosing to travel
through the Zoo on foot, by tram, or through the
air, visitors have a world of experiences within
easy reach.
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The five-percent grade entry plaza replaces the front
stairs and ramps, so that all guests approach their day at
the Zoo together.
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Zoo Entry

1

6

As soon as visitors enter the new Zoo, they encounter
iconic California species — from grizzly bears on a craggy
hill to sea lions in a rocky coastal habitat.

The new entry telegraphs the Zoo’s stature as a world-class destination. From the
moment they arrive, visitors have a sense that their experience is rooted in the nature and
animal experiences that make the Los Angeles Zoo special.

Zoo Entry continued on next page
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Zoo Entry

7
8

A broad promenade with a gentle slope allows groups to
stay together. A view of the California Visitor Center in
the distance draws people into the experience.
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California
14 ACRES

California celebrates the natural wonder
of our own backyard.

FEATURED
ANIMALS
Sea lion
Grizzly bear
Jaguarundi
Gray wolf
Raccoon
Skunk
Mink
North American 		
porcupine
Island fox
Pronghorn
Bighorn sheep
Mountain lion
Tule elk
Beaver
Black bear

California condor
Harbor seal
Pelican
Gull species
Trumpeter swan
Yellow-billed magpie
Greater roadrunner
Burrowing owl
Mountain quail
Steller’s jay
Pileated woodpecker
Western tanager
Desert tortoise
Western pond turtle
Banana slug

The new 14-acre California takes pride of place at the front of the Zoo, brings
the natural wonder of California within reach to millions, and shares our conservation
success stories with the world. This expansive site, complete with enhanced and
enlarged animal habitats, a new Visitor Center, relocated California Condor Rescue
Zone play space, picnic spots, and camping meadows gives local visitors an entirely
new way to appreciate their home state. For tourists who make Los Angeles a
primary stop on their U.S. or West Coast tours, this one location will provide
unforgettable experiences representing all of California. And for the many school
groups that rely on the Zoo as a primary gateway to nature, this area will
be an authentic and immersive California wilderness experience in the middle
of Los Angeles.
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California
CONNECTING OUR COMMUNITY
TO NATURE
1 California’s visitor experience prioritizes
naturalistic settings, so that animals and people
alike are immersed in the wilderness. A winding
path leads guests through habitats that evoke
iconic locales, creating a sensation that is more
like a nature walk than a typical zoo outing.
2 Animal care is prioritized in California’s habitat
design. Black bear and bighorn sheep have
expansive new living areas, with more space
and enrichment opportunities than previously
possible. Grizzly bear and mountain lion habitats
incorporate these large species’ needs with
features such as pools, natural terrain, and
specialized night quarters.
3 The winding path and varied landscape ensures
visitors will be suprised and delighted with each
corner they round. Native plants create habitat
for Zoo animals as well as an ever-changing cast
of local wildlife, from migrating songbirds to
insect-eating bats.
4 Local conservation is at the heart of the Zoo’s
mission, and California expands the Zoo’s
capacity to save numerous species from
extinction. Only 26 free-ranging Peninsular
pronghorn remain in the wild, and a new habitat
expands the Zoo’s successful conservation
breeding program capabilities with two large
grazing meadows and custom-built housing.

5 The Zoo’s longest-running conservation
project, the California Condor Recovery
Program, is showcased in a dedicated habitat
and redesigned California Condor Rescue Zone
play space. Only 22 California condors survived
in 1982. Through the efforts of the Zoo and its
partners, nearly 500 are alive today and can be
seen in California landscapes including Big Sur,
Pinnacles National Park, and — for the first time
by the public — at the Los Angeles Zoo.
6 Visitors continuing along California’s meandering
path ultimately reach the Visitor Center, a
Yosemite-style lodge with full-service dining
options, classrooms, rental spaces, and a
patio that overlooks bear and beaver habitats.
Nearby meadows are host to picnicking school
groups and family camp-outs for unforgettable
experiences day and night.
7 After taking in all of the Visitor Center’s
captivating views, guests descend to the Zoo’s
orientation plaza along a walk through active
vineyards or via the funicular. Pedestrians and
the tram can both use Condor Canyon to reach
Rainforest and the Bird Show, improving Zoo-wide
circulation and operations.
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explore the diversity of terrain and wildlife of this great
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California

5

2

A bridge spanning the new Condor Canyon provides
incredible views of California condors in ﬂight as well as
pronghorn grazing in the distance.
Guests begin their
new Zoo experience by
viewing the grizzly bear,
mountain lion, and wolf
habitats as they make
their way up the new
California trail.
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The new funicular provides a fun way to navigate the
70-foot grade change from the orientation plaza to the
California Visitor Center.
Views from the California Visitor Center include Griffith
Park, the L.A. River, and the San Gabriel Mountains in
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Water
2 ACRES

Water is central to the story of
Los Angeles — our past, our present,
and our future.
FEATURED
ANIMALS
BIRDS
African penguin
Chilean flamingo
Greater flamingo
Spotted thick-knee
Spur-winged lapwing
Sacred ibis
Inca tern
Pied avocet
Egyptian plover

AQUATICS
Blue-ringed octopus
Pacific giant octopus
Coahuilan box turtle
Banded sea krait
Coconut crab
Moon crab
Goonch catfish
Chinese giant 		
salamander
Cone snail
Starfish
Desert pupfish
Wolf eel
Nautilus
Elephant trunk snake
Trunkfish and boxfish
Native trout species
Painted anglerfish
Giant spider crab
African bullfrog
Toebiter and other
waterbugs

This two-acre area showcases the water cycle that is key to healthy ecosystems and
populations everywhere, including our own. Water features exotic and endangered
species whose lives depend upon coastal, riparian, and marine ecosystems. Its
wetlands and innovative exhibits are habitat for flamingos and African penguins and
a free play space for visitors of all ages. Water’s show-stopping virtual aquarium with
floor-to-ceiling LED walls will ignite visitors’ imaginations and provide a dramatic
backdrop for live demonstrations of the sustainable practices that protect fresh water
for all living things.
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Water
CELEBRATING THE SOURCE OF LIFE
1 Visitors approaching Water begin to experience
it before it even comes into view. Familiar sounds
of splashing, swirling, and streaming mix with
the exotic honks of flamingos and surprising
brays of penguins.
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2 The story of the revitalization of the L.A. River
is emphasized through exhibits featuring
local conservation stories and programs
demonstrating the significance of water in
ecosystems everywhere.

1
AVIARY

2

3 Visitors to Water enjoy personal encounters
with African penguins, an endangered species
that the Los Angeles Zoo is working to protect
in partnership with other conservation
organizations.
4 Advanced biofiltration systems ensure the
entirety of Water is environmentally friendly
and sustainable.
5 A new iconic building invites visitors to
experience the diversity of water animals from
all around the world in both live and virtual
environments. A floor-to-ceiling digital wall with
stunning LED projections provides visitors with
encounters not otherwise possible in zoos, from
walking among schools of fish to joining a pod of
dolphins.

FLAMINGO

3
PENGUIN

4

LAIR

WATER

5
Water — an aviary, iconic building, and working wetlands
environment — demonstrates the natural water cycle and
incorporates sustainable practices such as biofiltration.
Water continued on next page
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Water

5

Water provides an opportunity to integrate immersive
technology and architecture, allowing visitors to
experience the wonder of water in new ways.
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Islands
2 ACRES

Islands provides a re-envisioned home
for the Zoo’s animals from Australia as
well as Oceania and Southeast Asia.
FEATURED
ANIMALS
Tammar wallaby
Yellow-footed rock
wallaby
Western grey kangaroo
Brush tailed
rat-kangaroo
Koala
Wombat
Quokka
Feather-tailed possum
Perentie
Komodo dragon
Short-nosed echidna
Tasmanian devil
Dingo
Domestic sheep

Southern cassowary
Bourke’s parrot
Red-tailed cockatoo
Galah
Salmon-crested 		
cockatoo
Long-billed corella
Tawny frogmouth
Laughing kookaburra
Red-throated
parrot finch
Gouldian finch
Emu

In nature, islands are often havens for adaptation and biodiversity. Islands features
the Zoo’s most surprising, weird, and wonderful animals, from the giant dragons who
prowl Komodo Island to the pouched marsupials that make Australia home. Islands
builds upon the success of the nearby L.A.I.R. to provide state-of-the-art habitats
and housing for dozens of species from across the islands of Australia, Oceania,
and Southeast Asia. Islands and coastal areas are fragile ecosystems, and Islands
takes sustainability seriously, reusing existing buildings when possible and updating
structures to LEED Silver standards or better.
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Islands
MAKING NEW CONNECTIONS
LAIR

TREETOPS
VISITOR
CENTER

1 A path from the Treetops Visitor Center links
two previously disconnected areas (Asia and
Islands), improving visitor experience
and flow.

1

2 Visitors can take a direct path from the L.A.I.R.
to Islands, cutting down on travel time and
confusion as they explore this popular section of
the Zoo.

2

3 The animal care needs of Australia’s weird and
wonderful fauna create unique opportunities
for visitor interactions, from walking among
wallabies to up-close encounters with emu.

LAIR

4 Los Angeles’ Mediterranean climate makes
it one of the few places in the world suitable
for growing the native plants that Australia’s
animals need to thrive. Visitors will encounter
the Zoo’s commitment to meeting these unique
animal care needs each time the dinosaur-like
cassowary emerges from the shadows of a
Victorian box tree or a koala quietly munches on
eucalyptus leaves.

3

AFRICA

4

5 The Zoo’s sustainability efforts in Islands
noticeably include both reduction and reuse.
The updated Australia House repurposes
existing structures while adding solar panels and
updating to LEED Silver standards or better.
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ISLANDS
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In addition to advancing
animal care for dozens
of rare and endangered
species, Islands
also improves direct
accessibility to more
areas of the Zoo.
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Asia
8 ACRES

Asia expands upon the Zoo’s previous
successes with Elephants of Asia and
Red Ape Rainforest.
FEATURED
ANIMALS
Snow leopard
Malayan tapir
Anoa
Golden-cheeked gibbon
Asian small-clawed
otter
Small cat species
François’ langur
Flying fox
Tiger
Clouded leopard
Indian rhinoceros
Asian elephant
Bornean orangutan
Siamang
Markhor
Takin
Indian gharial
Pangolin
Prevost’s squirrel

Binturong
Babirusa
Visayan warty pig
Larger Malayan 		
chevrotain
Tufted deer
Chinese goral
Steller’s sea eagle
Sarus crane
Fairy bluebird
Blue-faced honeyeater
White-eared catbird
Blue-crowned
laughing thrush
Azure-winged magpie
Red-billed blue magpie
Bali mynah
Rhinoceros hornbill
King cobra
Reticulated python

In the enlarged eight-acre Asia, the Zoo’s world-class elephant habitat is joined by
new facilities to care for tigers, gibbons, and more. Rhinos have expanded habitats,
growing the Zoo’s legacy of groundbreaking rhinoceros care and conservation.
Orangutans and other equally charismatic Asian animals also make their home
here, creating a unified story of Asian biodiversity set among natural and immersive
environments. With additional acreage, new circulation patterns, and a refurbished
Treetops Visitor Center, Asia is a vital circulation hub for the new Zoo. The spires
of Treetops function as a beacon and wayfinding feature throughout the campus,
inviting people to gather and enjoy beautiful views of Asia, Islands, and Africa.
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Asia
THE HEART OF THE NEW ZOO
1 Treetops Visitor Center is reestablished as
the iconic centerpiece of the Zoo in this firstphase renovation. Originally designed by famed
architect Charles Luckman, whose work includes
the LAX Theme Building and the Forum,
Treetops fulfills its promise as a world-class
destination with food service, gathering spaces,
and multi-use rooms.
2 Asia is a circulation hub that makes the
experience of moving throughout the Zoo quick
and easy. Convenient shortcuts to Elephant
Circle and Islands directly from Treetops, and
new connections to Rainforest and Nature Play
Park, improve visitor flow and wayfinding.
3 Visitors exploring Asia’s lush trails experience
incredible biodiversity. New species, more visible
animals, and natural habitats are transformative
to this part of the Zoo’s original 1966 campus.

5 The expansive habitats that ring Asia’s center
are home to the Zoo’s resident Indian rhinos.
The Zoo’s long legacy of working with this
species and its conservation is a tradition that
Asia proudly continues.
6 Repeat visitors will never have the same
experience twice thanks to the Zoo’s
commitment to creating large, enriched,
and flexible animal care spaces. In Asia,
an area might be used by multiple species
simultaneously or by different species
throughout the day — just like in the wild.
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7 Elephants of Asia is the heart of the Zoo, and
Asia builds off its success, completing the vision
for a new immersive story showcasing the
biodiversity of Asia.
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3
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4 New underwater viewing experiences of
animals such as tigers and gharials highlight
the innovative animal care integrated into
Asia’s habitats.
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With expanded animal care spaces, new paths and
circulation, and a refurbished Treetops Visitor Center,
Asia becomes the heart of the new Zoo.

Asia continued on next page
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Asia
Treetops is restored as
the iconic centerpiece
of the Zoo, becoming
a full-service Visitor
Center with food service,
gathering spaces, and
multi-use rooms.

1

Treetops Restaurant and Visitor Center : Section North

ASIA:
CONTEXTUAL
TRANSECTS

A

View into Treetops Visitor Center with Africa beyond

A

B

Africa
Visitor Center

Treetops
Visitor Center

World
Aviary

California
Visitor Center

B
ASIA

AFRICA

Asia continued on next page
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Asia
Treetops will fulfill its
promise as a destination
for visitors and provide
new views into Elephants
of Asia.

1
5
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Rainforest
4 ACRES

Rainforest combines a new interpretive
center with the Zoo’s Rainforest of the
Americas built in 2014.
FEATURED
ANIMALS
Maned wolf
Giant anteater
Two-toed sloth
Emperor tamarin
Golden lion tamarin
Cotton-headed tamarin
Pale-headed saki
Crested capuchin
Black-handed spider monkey
King vulture
Andean condor

Rainforests are among the most important and threatened ecosystems on the planet.
Visitors to this addition to Rainforest of the Americas will gain deeper appreciation for
its key messages: all living things need a home, and the rainforest is home to some
of the world’s most diverse and astonishing species. Rainforest augments the visitor
experience with an interpretive center and outdoor classroom area and provides new
housing for rare and endangered species. Rainforest advances the Zoo’s initiatives in
conservation and environmental sustainability with hands-on conservation education
for visitors of all ages and backgrounds. Interactions with ambassador animals,
immersive habitats, and compelling stories will ensure visitors leave both awestruck
and informed.
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Rainforest
A HOME FOR EVERY LIVING THING

BIRD SHOW
AND ANIMAL
PROGRAMS

SERVICE

expande
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SMALL
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2 The advancements in animal care that enabled
unprecedented success in raising giant river
otters — the charismatic stars of Rainforest of
the Americas — continue in Rainforest, with
expanded habitats for anteaters, spider
monkeys, and more.

3

existing

d

1 Guests exploring Rainforest of the Americas
(completed in 2014) discover that rainforests
are some of the most biodiverse and densely
populated plant and animal homes anywhere
on Earth. Previously, poor wayfinding limited
the number of visitors that experienced the
important story that Rainforest of the Americas
tells. New circulation improvements address this
problem, allowing visitors to find and navigate
this area more easily.
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3 At the heart of the adjoining Rainforest and
Rainforest of the Americas, visitors find an
interpretive center. Part market, part outdoor
classroom, this interpretive center tells
conservation education stories, teaches
about sustainability, offers close-up animal
interactions, and provides a range of food and
other service options.

KING
VULTURE

A new interpretive center offers opportunities for animal
interactions and conservation education.

4 Learning about the rainforest is a rite of passage
for schoolchildren everywhere, but truly
understanding this delicate ecosystem is only
possible by experiencing it firsthand. Rainforest
updates the Zoo’s original 1966 exhibits with
immersive and educational experiences critical
for conserving our planet’s future.
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5 The roadway between Asia and Rainforest,
previously used as a guest path, is now
service-only for both areas, increasing
operational efficiencies and improving
the visitor experience.
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Nature Play Park
2 ACRES

FEATURED
ANIMAL

A cool, shady hangout in summer and
fun playground all year round, the
Nature Play Park provides space for kids
to play and for their caregivers to visit
and relax.

American alligator

Meaningful connections to nature — the kind that nurture future conservationists
— are best forged during childhood. Access to natural areas and the presence of
supportive family members while exploring nature are key ingredients to developing
this lifelong bond. The Nature Play Park offers all the right ingredients and more.
Naturalistic play structures frame the Nature Play Park experience, featuring
walkways, slides, balancing activities, and climbing structures. Water play helps kids
cool off on hot summer days, while adults appreciate a new restaurant nestled in the
shade with decks and terraces overlooking the play area. Nature Play Park is a true
destination for social get-togethers, fun outdoor play, and bonding with nature.
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Nature Play Park
NURTURING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF CONSERVATIONISTS
1 At three times the original play park’s size, the
Nature Play Park significantly expands one of
the most popular areas in the Zoo. The Nature
Play Park is a world-class destination in its own
right and, for frequent visitors, reason enough to
return time and again.
2 Integration with animal habitats takes the visitor
experience to the next level. Reggie and Tina
the alligators, two of the Zoo’s most famous
residents, are the Nature Play Park’s stars.
3 Naturalistic play structures, balancing activities,
and climbing areas create graduated challenges
for children as they grow, so that the young
— and the young at heart — always have
something new to try.

4 Visitor amenities such as food service, family
restrooms, comfortable seating, and places for
groups to gather encourage long stays and
deep engagement.

TRAM
STOP

1

5 Seating and exits are designed for caregivers to
watch play while still allowing children to explore
freely, so parents don’t have to choose between
“helicopter” and “hands-off.”

2

6 Dirt and water play encourage families to
get as messy as they wish, forging future
conservationists every time a child jumps over a
stream, discovers a natural treasure for the first
time, or creates a lovingly crafted mud pie.

3
NATURE
PLAY PARK

4
RESTAURANT

5

6

ASIA
A new restaurant with an expansive deck and terrace
make the Nature Play Park a popular destination for
dining, socializing, and interpretive play.
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Photo captions are Whitney Book Italic 10/12 and about
20-25 words. Photo captions are Whitney Book Italic
10/12 and about 20-25 words.
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Africa
15 ACRES

Immersive and engaging, Africa
represents the best of what a zoo
can be.
FEATURED
ANIMALS
Cheetah
White-cheeked turaco
White-crested turaco
Violet turaco
Lady Ross’ turaco
Leopard
Nubian ibex
Cape griffon vulture
Chimpanzee
Colobus monkey
Black duiker
Red-flanked duiker
Yellow-backed duiker
Slender-tailed meerkat
Rock hyrax
Lion
African painted dog
Mandrill
Wildebeest

Nyala
Giraffe
Common ostrich
Grevy’s zebra
Dama gazelle
Speke’s gazelle
White rhinoceros
Crane
Bongo
Hippopotamus
Western gorilla
Patas monkey
Gerenuk
Guenon
Okapi
Blue-eyed black lemur
Ring-tailed lemur
Black-and-white
ruffed lemur

Whether visitors arrive via the new aerial tram, by land tram, or on foot, Africa
transports everyone to another world. At an expansive 15 acres, Africa represents
the Zoo’s greatest transformation. Largely untouched by the previous Master Plan,
these 50-year-old spaces will be transformed with natural environments, open vistas
dotted with rocky outcroppings, and a thatched-roof African Visitor Center. Visitors
will stroll through multiple ecoregions, from the African forest to savanna, populated
with ever-changing animals and mixed-species groupings. Future conservationists
will be inspired by animal interactions as well as behind-the-scenes encounters with
animals and animal keepers. With interior classrooms, event spaces, and a gracious
veranda overlooking the savanna, the Visitor Center will be a one-of-a-kind event
destination, while views from both the aerial and land trams provide unique and
memorable perspectives.
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Africa

1 Visitors stepping into Africa encounter
compelling stories of conservationists doing
the on-the-ground work of saving species such
as gorillas, lemurs, and okapi in the continent’s
challenging and fragile forests.
2 Turning a corner and coming face-to-face with
Africa’s deadliest animal is an unforgettable
encounter. Visitors to Africa will have all of the
thrills — and none of the risks — associated with
experiencing hippos at eye level.
3 No two days — or even hours — are exactly
alike at watering holes in the savanna. Likewise,
Africa’s innovative design means that different
animals are visible in different parts of the
savanna throughout the day, while landscapes
change with the seasons. This dynamic
environment enriches animal care and is
a reason for visitors to come back again
and again.
4 Africa’s habitats are built to meet the individual
animal care needs of each of its inhabitants.
Cheetahs require a lot of room to run, and here
they have the space to find their stride — and,
when it’s time to rest, a nice hill for watching the
world go by.

5 Fun, discovery, and wonder combine in powerful
ways in Africa’s living classroom. Indoor
and outdoor gathering spaces complement
each other to create experiential learning
opportunities for students of all ages.
6 Africa’s Visitor Center offers 360° views and
endless experiences. Event spaces are used
for weddings and family reunions; giraffe
feedings and animal close-ups make every visit
memorable; and food service and an inviting
veranda offer respite and relaxation.
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7 The tram is separated from pedestrian traffic for
operational efficiency, but the stunning views
and exclusive animal encounters that it affords
passengers make it a can’t-miss experience.
8 Previously undeveloped acreage offers
expansive area for a range of additional animal
habitats. Guests with a taste for adventure —
and an appetite for good food — enjoy intimate
animal experiences at a one-of-a-kind safari
picnic space nestled in the hillside.
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Africa expands from four to 15 acres, making the best
use of an under-utilized area of the Zoo and offering a
safari-style adventure to millions of Southern California
residents and tourists.
Africa continued on next page
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Africa

6

In Africa, guests are
transported to another
world, with opportunities
to gather, slow down, and
interact with animals.
Views are spectacular
and ever-changing, with
multiple species moving
through the savanna and
forest habitats.
Africa continued on next page
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Africa
The two-story Africa Visitor Center is a full-service
restaurant with restrooms, gift shops, meeting rooms,
classrooms, and balconies overlooking the savanna.

6

Primary Path

Savanna
Africa Visitor Center Section-Elevation Southwest

Leopard

AFRICA:
TRANSECT

First Floor:
17,800 s.f.

Second Floor:
14,000 s.f.

Africa
Visitor Center
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World Aviary
2 ACRES

For ardent birders and casual visitors
alike, the World Aviary will provide
close-up encounters with birds from
around the world.
FEATURED
ANIMALS
Great curassow
Blue-billed curassow
Lady Amherst’s 		
pheasant
Congo peafowl
Common peafowl
Greylag goose
White-faced
whistling duck
Mallard
Ibis
Red-legged seriema
Purple swamphen
Sarus crane

Wattled crane
Cape thick-knee
Spur-winged lapwing
Nicobar pigeon
Rock dove
Bruce’s green pigeon
Red-and-green macaw
Blue-throated macaw
Military macaw
White-bellied caique
Salmon-crested 		
cockatoo
Long-billed corella
White-cheeked turaco
White-crested turaco
Violet turaco
Lady Ross’ turaco
Greater roadrunner
Common barn owl
Spectacled owl
Tawny frogmouth
Laughing kookaburra

Blue-breasted kingfisher
Keel-billed toucan
Red-and-yellow barbet
White-eared catbird
Plush-crested jay
Yellow-billed magpie
Bali mynah
Superb starling
White-crowned
robin chat
White-headed
buffalo weaver
Black-headed weaver
Crested oropendola
Abyssinian ground
hornbill
Raggiana
bird-of-paradise

There are twice as many avian as mammal species in the world. The World Aviary
showcases this sometimes-overlooked animal group in what was previously an oftenoverlooked part of the Zoo. Integrating water features and lush plantings, the World
Aviary brings together dozens of bird species from around the globe. Renovated
ramps and paths make the aviary more accessible than ever before, and connections
to other areas help more visitors find their way here. Expanded and improved
breeding facilities advance the Zoo’s pioneering avian conservation work.
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World Aviary
WINGED AND WONDERFUL

RAINFOREST

1 The Zoo’s dedicated breeding facilities have
played a critical part in saving California condors
from extinction. The World Aviary builds on the
Zoo’s successes, from hatching blue-throated
macaws to raising gray-crowned cranes, in a
new conservation center that is open to visitors.

CALIFORNIA

2 At 70,000 square feet, the World Aviary is one
of the largest and most immersive aviaries in the
United States. Incorporating waterfalls, pools,
and birds from around the world, the World
Aviary is truly a can’t-miss destination.

1

3 Improvements from the previous-generation
aviary mean each level of the World Aviary is
accessible to everyone. All visitors are able
to get a bird’s-eye view of this unforgettable
Zoo experience.

2

WORLD
AVIARY

ASIA

4

4 While the previous aviary was a hidden gem,
circulation improvements with multiple entry
and exit points from Asia, Rainforest, and
California now make the World Aviary frontand-center.

3

Integrating water
features, lush plantings,
and improved breeding
facilities, the World
Aviary complex brings
together dozens of bird
species from around
the world.
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Bird Show and
Animal Programs
2 ACRES

FEATURED
ANIMALS
King vulture
Andean condor
Red-tailed hawk
Common barn owl
Laughing kookaburra
Salmon-crested cockatoo
Greater roadrunner

The expanded Bird Show and
Animal Programs share the wonder of
biodiversity with urban audiences.
The enhanced Bird Show and Animal Programs facility brings the wonders of nature
within reach of urban audiences. Encounters with ambassador animals deepen
personal connections to nature, creating empathy for wildlife and furthering the Zoo’s
global conservation efforts. Improved shade over the amphitheater and updated
behind-the-scenes facilities add up to spaces that meet the needs of visitors and
animals alike. Nearby dedicated service yards ensure the Zoo meets its operational
needs while separating noisy and unsightly construction work from visitor areas.
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Bird Show and
Animal Programs
UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
1 Behind the scenes, new facilities are custom
built to meet the specialized animal care needs
of the ambassador animals who regularly
participate in outreach and public engagement.

1

2 New shade structures provide respite for
guests enjoying the updated bird show. Visitor
experience and comfort have been prioritized in
the amphitheater’s upgrades and enhancements.

BIRD SHOW
AND
ANIMAL
PROGRAMS

3 Repurposed service space better meets the
Zoo’s operational needs and eliminates
distracting views into work areas.

3

SERVICE

2
With improved shade
over the amphitheater
and additional
behind-the-scenes
support spaces, this
area showcases the
Zoo’s commitment to
deepening personal
connections to nature
and wildlife.
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Circulation
LEGEND

SEPARATING VISITOR AND SERVICE
PATHS, STREAMLINING OPERATIONS

GUEST PARKING

Creating a varied, immersive, and easily navigated
path throughout the Zoo makes for a more enjoyable
visitor experience. A new primary path completes a
full loop, ensuring a robust visit filled with new sights
and sounds throughout the entire stay, with no need
to retrace steps.

ENTRY PLAZA

(700 LF)

PRIMARY PATH LOOP

(4,400 LF)

SECONDARY / EXHIBIT PATHS

(20,300 LF)

SERVICE ROAD / OPERATIONS

(8,000 LF)

CONDOR
EAST

ENCLOSED EXHIBIT SPACE
EXHIBIT SUPPORT BUILDING

ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING

1 The new orientation plaza offers various
options to explore the Zoo, including land tram,
aerial tram, improved and ADA-accessible
walking routes, and a funicular to reach the
California Visitor Center.
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2 The primary path cuts through Condor Canyon,
connecting California with the Rainforest and
creating a complete circulation loop for visitors.
This improved visitor circulation also improves
general Zoo operations: visitor traffic is not
confined to an out-and-back path as it was
previously; wayfinding is more intuitive; and
the overall visitor experience is made more
streamlined and enjoyable.
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3 All service traffic is separated from pedestrian
routes, improving visitor experience and
operational efficiencies. The tram shares only
40 percent of its path with pedestrians on the
expanded main loop.
4 An aerial tram takes visitors from the
orientation plaza directly to Africa. It is an
easy way to get to the back of the Zoo as well
as an unforgettable experience flying over
numerous exhibits and vistas.
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WATER
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For the first time in
the Zoo’s history, this
Plan creates dedicated
paths for pedestrians,
passenger trams, and
service vehicles.

Photo captions are Whitney Book Italic 10/12 and about
20-25 words. Photo captions are Whitney Book Italic
10/12 and about 20-25 words.
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Guest pulsing and
visitor centers
PROVIDING AMENITIES WORTHY OF
A WORLD-CLASS DESTINATION

THEME BOUNDARY

For the first time in the history of the Los Angeles
Zoo, three new Visitor Centers and three additional
food service options are strategically located
throughout the campus. Collectively, these guest
amenities meet diverse visitors’ needs for rest and
relaxation, provide the community with new special
venues and gathering spaces, integrate animal
encounters and educational programs, and generate
increased revenues from food and beverage sales as
well as special event venue rentals.
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2 Major Visitor Centers are multi-use spaces, used
by visitors as places of respite and to grab a bite
to eat, for classrooms and events, as well as for
after-hours programming.

4 All Visitor Centers are built to LEED Silver
standards or better, a mark of the Zoo’s
commitment to sustainability.

PARK

SERVICE

VISITOR SERVICE

1 Three major Visitor Centers (California, Treetops
in Asia, and Africa) and additional food service
locations (near the Entry Plaza, in Rainforest, and
at the Nature Play Park) distribute visitor traffic
through the Zoo, provide services wherever
a visitor needs them, and create revenue
opportunities to ensure sustainable operations.

3 To ensure that visitors always find the amenities
they need quickly, these centers are located no
more than 2,000 linear feet apart, or about a
30-minute walk, through the Zoo’s habitats.
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Three new strategically
located Visitor Centers
encourage guests to
enjoy the entire Zoo
campus. From fullservice restaurants to
casual hangouts and
shady respites, visitors
readily find the amenities
they need within short
distances.
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Vehicular entry
and parking
ENHANCING PUBLIC SAFETY AND
ACCESSIBLE PARKING

2
2

While previous Master Plans have improved the
parking lot from the standpoint of sustainability and
storm water management, traffic bottlenecks and
pedestrian hazards have been left unaddressed.
This Vision Plan promotes public safety and increases
accessible parking for the community by relocating
Crystal Springs Drive to the perimeter of the
parking lots.

44
22

1 The intersection at Zoo Drive and Western
Heritage Way backs up onto freeways during
2
peak days. Working with other agencies,
solutions such as grade changes, stoplights, and
other possibilities should be explored.

11

5
5

3 Western Heritage Way and Crystal Springs
Drive previously cut through the Zoo’s current
parking lots, separating parking spaces and
the North Hollywood High School Zoo Magnet
Center from the main campus with a busy street.
This road is moved to the perimeter of the
parking lots for efficiency and safety, creating a
unified parking lot, reducing pedestrian street
crossings, and adding nearly 300 parking
spaces.
4 Space is designated for a multi-story parking
garage in the Zoo’s north lot, where road noise is
the greatest. This 2,000-space lot would
be buffered by much-needed green space
and would serve the community’s needs in
accessing the Zoo and other Griffith Park and
L.A. River locations.
5 The road realignment allows the Zoo’s southbound bus stop to be moved to Western
Heritage Way between the Zoo and Autry
Museum of the American West, improving
public transportation access and efficiency.

Signage on I-5 for Zoo Access and improved “T”
intersection
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33

Reclaimed Parking Lot: open park as a trade off for
new garage or restriped and connected to the entry

4
4
p
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s
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This plan enhances
public safety and
accessible parking by
re-routing Crystal Springs
Drive south of its current
location.

rive
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Multi-story garage near high-noise level freeway built
above grade with filtered natural light
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Animal welfare
PRIORITIZING ANIMAL WELFARE
AT EVERY STEP
Previous Master Plans have addressed discrete
sections of the Zoo and made improvements for one
or two species at a time, such as the chimpanzees,
elephants, gorillas, and orangutans. For the first time
in the Zoo’s history, this Plan dramatically expands
spaces and services dedicated to the care and welfare
of every animal in our charge. The magnitude of this
change not only fulfills our vision of being one of the
best zoos in the world for the animals that live here, it
dramatically transforms the authenticity of the visitor
experience as well.

58.7

ACRES
PROPOSED

1 The Zoo’s spaces dedicated solely to animals
and their welfare increases nearly 273 percent,
from 21.5 acres to 58.7 acres.
2 The Zoo’s Vision Plan creates spaces for animals
that prioritize discrete and varied animal welfare
needs, ranging from habitat to enrichment —
decisions that benefit animal care and create a
better visitor experience at the same time.
3 Animal spaces include multi-species yards
or yards that multiple species rotate through
individually at different times of the day or
the year.
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4 Behind-the-scenes areas and night quarters
are designed to meet specific animal needs
throughout their entire lives, from birth to daily
enrichment to access for on-site veterinary care.
By replacing 1966era roundhouses and
fully utilizing available
acreage, the Vision Plan
dramatically transforms
the spaces and facilities
devoted to animal care.
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Animal health
and service center
CONSOLIDATING ANIMAL CARE
OPERATIONS
Animal care operations are consolidated under one
roof for the first time in the Zoo’s history, improving
operational efficiency and excellence. Also for the
first time, the California condor facility (Condor
West) will be enhanced for behind-the-scenes
viewing, so that visitors will have the opportunity to
observe firsthand the Zoo’s critical role in rescuing
these amazing birds from extinction.
1 California condor facility improvements enhance
the program’s conservation capabilities and
upgrade the program’s “temporary” trailers,
which have been in use since the 1980s.
2 The area continues to house the Zoo’s important
reptile breeding facility, critical for animal
care at the Los Angeles Zoo and contributing
to the greater body of knowledge in the zoo
community. With the increased capacity of this
area, additional similar programs can grow and
thrive here.

3 The Zoo previously lacked an area for large
trucks to turn around, so delivery trucks had
to navigate the entire perimeter road, which
was shared by visitors. The animal service
center now is accessed via a dedicated service
road and has one of two new turnarounds for
trucks, saving time and making deliveries and
operations more efficient.
4 The animal care facilities complement and
expand upon the recently built animal health
center, ensuring the quality of animal care at
the Zoo continues to evolve with advances in
the field.

CONDOR
WEST

REFRIGERATED
FEED STORAGE

5 Feed storage is expanded, allowing for full
beds of hay and bulk quantities of both dry and
refrigerated foods to be delivered and stored.
Larger deliveries reduce frequency and costs, as
well as improve operations.
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Consolidating the Animal Health and Service Center
increases operational efficiency and animal welfare in
equal measure.
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Service center
and circulation
OPTIMIZING SERVICE AREAS
AND CIRCULATION

COVERED
MATERIALS &
EQUIPMENT
STORAGE

The Vision Plan provides the needed space for
service areas, and, for the first time, dedicated
service roads and turnarounds for delivery trucks.
Dedicated staff parking saves valuable employee
time and maximizes guest parking spaces.

SMALL
EQUIPMENT
COVERED
STRUCTURES

OFFICES, &
STAFF
SUPPORT

1 A new service center increases capacity of the
work space seven-fold, from 8,000 square feet
to 56,000 square feet, creating space to build,
operate, and enhance the Zoo’s operations in
ways never before possible.

4

2 Service areas are consolidated and separated
from animal care and visitor areas, keeping noise
and unsightly construction away from animals
and guests.
3 A large 160-foot-diameter turnaround (one of
two, the other in the new Animal Service Area)
allows larger trucks to serve the Zoo, making
deliveries and returning down the service road,
increasing operational efficiencies.
4 56 additional parking spaces allow staff to park
close to their work area and relieve pressure in
guest lots on peak days.
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Consolidated maintenance operations in a dedicated service
area enhances operational excellence and efficiency.
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Solar
LEGEND

INTEGRATING SOLAR THROUGHOUT
THE CAMPUS

ROOFTOPS WITH SOLAR
COLLECTION

From the Zoo Entry to the Treetops and Africa
Visitor Centers, solar panels are an integral part of
rooftops and structures throughout the Zoo. This
solar capacity is projected to meet approximately 45
percent of the Zoo’s energy use — and positions the
Zoo as an important contributor to the goals within
Los Angeles’ Sustainable City pLAn.
1 Approximately 232,000 square feet of rooftop
in the Vision Plan has the potential to have solar
panel installations.
2 This system could produce 3.5 million KWHr per
year, or 45 percent of the Zoo’s energy use as
of 2016.

Solar panels are integral to the Zoo Entry and
throughout the campus.

Integrated solar systems
transform the Zoo’s
ability to produce clean
energy and demonstrate
our commitment
to environmental
sustainability.
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Storm water
management
CAPTURING STORM WATER AND
REDUCING CONSUMPTION
At present, the Zoo’s parking lot is an exemplar of
best management practices for storm water capture.
The Vision Plan extends this sustainable practice
to the entire Zoo campus by incorporating five
new subsurface cisterns. This change is projected
to reduce the Zoo’s water consumption by an
astonishing 44 percent — and exemplify the City’s
One Water L.A. plan.

LEGEND
WATER DRAINAGE AREA
WATER COLLECTION LINE
WATER COLLECTION
STORAGE AREA
WATER COLLECTION
OVERFLOW LINE

1 Capturing and reusing storm water reduces
runoff and mitigates flooding during large
storms, reducing infrastructure damage and
habitat destruction.

AREA 3
9.06 MG/YR
27.8 AC

AREA 5
18.27 MG/YR
56.07 AC

2 The storm water management system aligns
with the City’s One Water L.A. plan to maximize
sustainable outcomes.

AREA 4
11.10 MG/YR
34.07 AC

3 Five subsurface collection cisterns are located
in drainage zones throughout the Zoo, retaining
and reusing an estimated 80 percent of all
rainfall on the Zoo’s site and reducing water
consumption by 44 percent.

AREA 2
7.28 MG/YR
22.34 AC

AREA 1
2.89 MG/YR
8.88 AC

EXISTING WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT
CURRENT CAPACITY
2,000,000 GALLONS

Located in drainage
zones, five subsurface
cisterns capture storm
water throughout the
Zoo campus.
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Scope of work
AECOM was retained to provide strategic business
planning support in conjunction with the design
of the Vision Plan in order to create a plan that
maximizes attendance and revenue potential.

▪

Conducted benchmarking research for a variety
of zoos and local attractions.

▪

Estimated future attendance potential for
the Zoo during the phases of the Vision Plan
implementation.

▪

Prepared physical planning guidelines and size
recommendations for key visitor elements based
on attendance potential at the completion of the
Vision Plan.

▪

Prepared a 15-year financial analysis including
earned revenues by category and operating costs.
The vast majority of improvements and changes
to the visitor experience are included in the first
six phases. The last two phases include a new
administrative building and parking structure.

AECOM specifically completed the following tasks
as part of the feasibility analysis:

Immersive environments
in Rainforest of the
Americas delight visitors
of all ages.

▪

Attended four workshops with Zoo staff, GLAZA
staff, and Torre Design Consortium staff to
provide input for the vision planning process.

▪

Reviewed existing operations data to understand
baseline attendance, trends, market penetration,
and financial performance.

▪

Evaluated the size and demographics of the
resident and tourist markets available to the Zoo.
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Los Angeles visitor profile
▪

▪

▪

The Los Angeles Zoo is one of the top 20
attractions visited by tourists.
The Los Angeles region offers a wide range of
paid and free attractions in addition to the free
attractions found in nature such as the beach and
hiking.
Many visitors come for the destination theme
parks and entertainment industry.

LOS ANGELES AREA ATTRACTIONS VISITED, 2015
TOP 20 L.A. ALL ATTRACTIONS

TOP 20 L.A. PAID ATTRACTIONS*

TOP 20 L.A. FREE ATTRACTIONS

Santa Monica Pier

Universal Studios Hollywood

Santa Monica Pier

Hollywood Walk of Fame

Los Angeles Zoo

Hollywood Walk of Fame

Venice Beach/Boardwalk

LA Dodgers Games

Venice Beach/Boardwalk

3rd Street Promenade (Santa Monica)

LA Lakers Games

3rd Street Promenade (Santa Monica)

Chinatown

LA County Museum of Art (LACMA)

Chinatown

Griffith Park/Observatory

Getty Center

Griffith Park/Observatory

Beverly Center

Hollywood Bowl

Beverly Center

The Grove/Original Farmer's Market

Staples Center

The Grove/Original Farmer's Market

Hollywood and Highland Center

Six Flags Magic Mountain

Hollywood and Highland Center

Rodeo Drive (Beverly Hills)

California Science Center/Endeavor

Rodeo Drive (Beverly Hills)

Old Pasadena

LA Clippers Games

Old Pasadena

Little Tokyo

Aquarium of the Pacific (Long Beach)

Little Tokyo

Universal Studios Hollywood

Dolby Theatre

Hollywood Sign Lookout

Hollywood Sign Lookout

Madame Tussauds Hollywood

Universal City Walk Hollywood

Los Angeles Zoo

Queen Mary (Long Beach)

Citadel Outlets

LA Dodgers Games

Greek Theatre

Americana at Brand

Universal City Walk Hollywood

Walt Disney Concert Hall

Fisherman's Village (Marina del Rey)

LA Lakers Games

Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA)

LA Live

LA County Museum of Art (LACMA)

Getty Villa (Malibu)

Olvera Street/El Pueblo

Getty Center

Huntington Library and Gardens

San Pedro Cruise Terminal/
Ports O'Call Village

						
						
*Source: LA CVB; AECOM Oct. 2017
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Available markets review –
summary and implications
AECOM quantified the size of each market segment
available to the Los Angeles Zoo and then projected
market size through 2035 based on historic growth
patterns and reasonable expectations.

STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES
▪

Los Angeles has one of the largest resident
markets in the United States.

▪

The region attracts an extremely large number of
tourists annually, with around 25 million overnight
leisure tourists.

▪

Tourists to Los Angeles have a healthy length of
stay, particularly those from overseas.

▪

Income levels among tourists are strong and well
above those of residents.

The total available market in 2035 is 53.8 million,
with 18.9 million in the resident market and 34.9
million in the tourist market.

Left: In close proximity
to Hollywood, Universal
Studios, and major
museums in downtown
and midtown Los
Angeles, the Los Angeles
Zoo is an important
destination for millions of
tourists every year.
Right: The Los Angeles
Zoo provides access to
nature for millions of Los
Angeles area residents.
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Attendance analysis
AECOM’s projected attendance increases and
resulting market capture rates are shown below.
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

PHASE 6

Projected Attendance

1,824,600

2,020,400

2,239,400

2,364,600

2,443,700

2,476,500

Active Attraction Acreage

73

94

101

103

103

103

Attendees per Acre

24,900

21,600

22,200

23,100

23,800

24,200

Resident

85%

80%

80%

80%

80%

80%

Tourist

15%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

Resident Penetration Rate

9.20%

9.30%

10.10%

10.40%

10.60%

10.60%

Tourist Penetration Rate

1.00%

1.40%

1.40%

1.50%

1.50%

1.40%

Total

4.14%

4.30%

4.60%

4.70%

4.70%

4.70%

Visitor Origin

Penetration Rates

						

Exotic and charismatic animals draw visitors from all over
the world.

The projected attendance
does not take potential
capacity constraints into
consideration.		
		
Tourist market is
overnight leisure visitors
to L.A. County. 		
		
Source: AECOM
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Financial analysis
▪

▪

With more high quality and strategically located visitor
amenities than ever before, this Vision Plan provides the
potential to generate increased revenues for the
Los Angeles Zoo.

Earned Revenues — Total earned revenues for the
Zoo are estimated at $39.9 million in 2036 (2017
dollars).

▪

Earned Income Ratio — The resulting earned
income ratio is 68 percent.

▪

Required Contributed Income — The amount of
contributed income from other sources, including
public subsidy, individual donors, corporate
donations, foundation grants, and fundraisers is
approximately $18.4 million in 2036.

Operating Budget — Plan for an operating budget
of $23.50 per visitor in 2036. This translates to
a total cost of $58.2 million or per acre costs
of $568,000 in 2036, which is consistent with
industry benchmarks.
FY17

2036

% CHANGE

Attendance

1,743,800

2,476,500

42%

Active Acres

73

103

40%

Visitors per Acre

23,800

24,200

2%

Resident Market Penetration

9.80%

10.60%

8%

Tourist Market Penetration

0.80%

1.40%

82%

Earned Income

$27,765,000

$39,847,000

44%

% Earned Income

62%

68%

10%

Earned Income per Visitor

$15.92

$16.09

1%

Retail Sales per Capita

$1.96

$1.90

-3%

F&B Sales per Capita

$4.04

$3.90

-3%

Total Operating Expenses

$44,714,000

$58,198,000

30%

Operating Expenses per Acre

$610,000

$568,000

-7%

Operating Expenses per Visitor

$25.64

$23.50

-8%

Required Contributed Income

$16,949,000

$18,351,000

8%

*City Indirect Expenses
estimated at $13 million
in 2036			

Required Contributed Income after City Indirect Expenses

$3,949,000

$5,351,000*

36%

Source: AECOM
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Summary of Vision Plan impacts
THE ZOO WILL ACHIEVE A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE
IN ATTENDANCE, REVENUE, AND MARKET
PENETRATION OVER THE NEXT 20 YEARS.

Attractions of all types require
reinvestment into the visitor
experience in order to maintain
market share and grow
attendance with population.
Without reinvestment,
Zoo attendance would likely
start to decline overall, even
with programs such as
L.A. Zoo Lights.
— AECOM ANALYSIS

The proposed Zoo Vision Plan will also result in a
number of positive impacts for the Zoo, including:
▪

Increased penetration into the tourist market.

▪

An increase in absolute earned revenue and the
earned revenue percentage, such that the Zoo’s
operations are more self-sufficient.

▪

The ability to host a larger variety of events
and programs, increasing the Zoo’s reach
and audience.

▪

A relatively minimal increase in required
contributed income compared to increases
in earned revenue and operating costs,
despite the large increases in active acreage
and visitation.

▪

An overall more sustainable business model.

▪

An increased economic impact on an annual
operating basis, resulting in more jobs, income,
and contribution to the gross regional product,
and a one-time economic impact during
construction periods due to the development
of additional Zoo facilities. (Note: These have
not been measured as part of our study but
will occur.)

The Los Angeles Zoo welcomes 1.7 million visitors annually
and has the potential to attract many more.
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Recommended
phasing
The recommended phasing — eight phases spread
out over 20 years — takes numerous factors into
consideration, including economic projections,
minimal disruption to Zoo operations, and balancing
investment, community benefit, and increased
attendance.
PHASE 1: CIRCULATION, PARKING,
AND TREETOPS
By transforming the parking lot and turning Treetops
into a visitor experience hub, Phase I delivers
significant benefits to the community and the
overall guest experience. It builds upon the strong
foundation of Elephants of Asia and makes it the
circulation hub of the re-envisioned Zoo.
PHASE 2: CALIFORNIA, ENTRY COMPLEX,
AND ZOO WALK
Based on AECOM’s economic analysis, developing
California — with a new Visitor Center and major
new animal habitats — is projected to yield the
biggest economic benefit. Since it takes advantage
of previously undeveloped hillsides at the front
of the campus, California signals the best the new
Los Angeles Zoo has to offer while allowing daily
operations to proceed unimpeded throughout most
of the Zoo — keeping revenues flowing, animals
thriving, and guests happy. Along with the new entry
plaza and route for a circulation loop path, new utility
trunk lines are integrated at this stage, allowing for
future expansion during subsequent phases.

PHASE 3: AFRICA
Also taking advantage of under-utilized acreage,
Africa draws visitors to the far end of the Zoo,
provides desirable visitor amenities, and showcases
the Zoo’s global conservation efforts. More
importantly, it transforms the majority of the 1966
Zoo structures into completely modern facilities.
The new service center at the bottom of Africa also
improves the Zoo’s operational efficiency.
PHASE 4: ASIA AND SERVICE
Integrating the areas around the centrally located
Elephants of Asia habitat creates a cohesive Asia
experience. By completing the separation of tram,
service, and guest pathways, and consolidating
animal care areas under one roof, Phase 4 fulfills the
Zoo’s vision for operational excellence and efficiency.
PHASE 5: WATER AND WORLD AVIARY
Water immerses visitors in an important topic for
Southern California.
The World Aviary expands an under-utilized part of
the Zoo and improves accessibilty, showcasing birds
from around the globe.

THEME BOUNDARY
EVENT CENTER

CONDOR
EAST

PHASE 8: PARKING STRUCTURE
With the Zoo’s attendance projected to increase
to 2.5 million, this parking structure meets the
needs not just of Zoo visitors but also visitors to
Griffith Park and the L.A. River.
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PHASE 6: ISLANDS
Islands creates new exhibits, repurposes the existing
Australia building, and completes the shortcuts
between Treetops and Africa.
PHASE 7: ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Renovation and integration of the existing facility
raises the building to the more efficient and
sustainable standard of LEED Silver or better.
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Implementation
schedule
TRANSFORMING THE ZOO
IN PHASES

The recommended
implementation schedule
for the Vision Plan begins
with an initial two-year phase
(2018–2019) for environmental
analysis and city approvals,
followed by successive
two- to three-year phases
for design completion and
construction of each new and
enhanced section of the Zoo.
Design and construction will
run concurrently, so that Phase
1 is in design development while
approvals are underway, Phase 2
is being designed while Phase 1
is under construction, and so on,
until the Zoo transformation is
complete by 2040.

Los Angeles Zoo

TORRE DESIGN
CONSORTIUM, LTD

Master Plan Development

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

Conceptual Implementation Schedule

December 19, 2017

TASK

PHASE 1: TREETOPS, EVENT CENTER &
PARKING

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040

$24 million

ENVIRONMENTAL APPROVAL
CITY APPROVAL

CONSULTANT SELECTION
PHASE 2: CALIFORNIA, ENTRY, SEA LIONS

$220 million

PHASE 3: AFRICA & SERVICE

$166 million

PHASE 4: ASIA, NATURE PLAY, RAINFOREST

$125 million

PHASE 5: WATER & WORLD AVIARY

$72 million

PHASE 6: ISLANDS

$22 million

PHASE 7: ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

$29 million

PHASE 8: PARKING GARAGE

$103 million

Design
Construction

23 YEAR DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Costs per phase
COST ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY
AND ASSUMPTIONS

To establish baseline costs, Torre Design
Consortium, Ltd. (TDC), develops estimates based
on archival data from architectural projects built over
the last 37 years; data gathered from comparable
zoo projects; and data from comparable facilities
in similar industries (theme parks, museums, other
attractions). TDC also monitors trends and costs
as per third-party sources such as RSMeans and
other estimators. The estimate is then tested against
recent comparables, and finally, a contingency factor
is added. This contingency factor is based on current
environmental and economic conditions. The final
costs are also verified and consulted on by Public
Works, Bureau of Engineering of the City of
Los Angeles.
Note: One factor that should be analyzed in greater
detail is the impact of the 2028 Olympics on the
Los Angeles construction, labor, and materials markets.
History suggests that these costs can be significantly
inflated due to the number of projects (direct and
indirect) underway at the same time.

TASK

PHASE 1:

COST IN 2017
DOLLARS
(IN MILLIONS)
PARKING & ROADWAY REALIGNMENT

$6.4

RENOVATING OF TREETOPS AS RESTAURANT & EVENT FACILITY

$9.0

PHASE 2: CALIFORNIA, ENTRY COMPLEX, SEA LION

$135.1

AERIAL TRAM

$6.0

PHASE 3: AFRICA & SERVICE

$106.5

PHASE 4: ASIA & SERVICE

$47.3

NATURE PLAY PARK

$15.4

RAINFOREST

$17.6

PHASE 5: WATER & WORLD AVIARY

$46.2

PHASE 6: ISLANDS

$14.3

PHASE 7: ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

$18.5

PHASE 8: PARKING GARAGE

$66.0

						
						

SUBTOTAL

$488.3

30% ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

$146.5

SUBTOTAL

$634.8

20% A&E + CM FEES

$126.9

GRAND TOTAL

$761.7
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Existing land
use and habitat
organization
The Zoo is a combination of taxonomic,
zoogeographic, and bio-climatic exhibits. Only the
last two represent contemporary zoological design.
Many of the existing habitats are repurposed from
previous facilities housing different species. There
are few reusable structures and none of the guest
service facilities are embedded in the overall guest
experience for a more immersive experience.

EXISTING PROGRAM

0
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

200

400

600

N
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Recently
completed
projects

0.84 ACRES
2.10 ACRES
1.30 ACRES
1.85 ACRES
2.12 ACRES
1.25 ACRES
1.33 ACRES
12.4 ACRES
0.25 ACRES
1.00 ACRES
5.15 ACRES

▪

▪

$172 Million was spent to build a new Entry
Complex, Animal Health Complex, and 10 beautiful
new habitats. This is the foundation the Plan will
build upon.

2.45 ACRES
0.50 ACRES
0.96 ACRES
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RECENTLY COMPLETED
1998-PRESENT

CHIMPANZEE OF MAHALE MOUNTAIN
WINNKICK FAMILY CHILDREN’S ZOO
ANIMAL HEALTH & CONSERVATION CENTER
CHILDREN’S DISCOVERY CENTER
ENTRY PLAZA & SEA LION
RED APE RAIN FOREST
CAMPO GORILLA RESERVE
ZOO PARKING LOT

CAROUSEL
LAIR THE LIVING AMPHIBIANS, INVERTIBRATES, AND REPTILES
ELEPHANTS OF ASIA
RAINFOREST OF THE AMERICAS
FRANCOIS’ LANGUR
BIRD SHOW

BIRD SHOW

TOTAL 33.5 ACRES DEVELOPED OUT OF 133 ACRES TOTAL
FRANCOIS’
LANGUR

WINNICK FAMILY
CHILDREN’S ZOO

It can be determined from guest surveys and
analysis of the different revenue streams that there
were not enough guest facilities built to provide
a balance between excellent exhibits and guest
comfort. It is this guest comfort that drives per
capitas and supports the Zoo.

▪

The Zoo’s recent addition of after-hours events
increased attendance by over 250,000 people.

▪

This statistic shows the attraction power of the
Zoo, and that it requires a balance of well-designed
animal exhibits and guest facilities/programs to
be successful.

CHILDREN’S
DISCOVERY
CENTER
CALIFORNIA
CONDOR RESCUE
ZONE

RAIN FOREST
OF THE AMERICAS

CHIMPANZEES OF
MAHALE MOUNTAIN

CAROUSEL

ANIMAL HEALTH
& CONSERVATION
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ELEPHANTS OF
ASIA
ENTRY PLAZA &
SEA LION

ZOO PARKING
LOT
LAIR THE LIVING
AMPHIBIANS,
INVERTEBRATES,
AND REPTILES

RED APE
RAIN FOREST
CAMPO GORILLA
RESERVE

RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS
SCALE: 1” = 100’-0”
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Facility
assessments

BUILDING LEGEND
RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS
1998 - PRESENT
BUILDINGS TO PRESERVE / REUSE
OUTDATED BUILDINGS

▪

The majority of the structures in the Zoo are
40-plus years old and outdated.

▪

Other than the recently completed projects,
Treetops and the Australia House are the only
structures that have preservation value.

BIRD SHOW
FRANCOIS’
LANGUR

WINNICK FAMILY
CHILDREN'S ZOO

CHILDREN’S
DISCOVERY
CENTER

CALIFORNIA
CONDOR RESCUE
ZONE

RAIN FOREST
OF THE AMERICAS

CHIMPANZEES OF
MAHALE MOUNTAIN

CAROUSEL
ELEPHANTS OF
ASIA

ANIMAL HEALTH
& CONSERVATION
CENTER

ENTRY PLAZA &
SEA LIFE CLIFFS

ZOO PARKING
LOT
LAIR THE LIVING
AMPHIBIANS
INVERTEBRATES,
AND REPTILES

RED APE
RAIN FOREST
CAMPO GORILLA
RESERVE

BUILDINGS OF RESOURCE
BUILDINGS OF RESOURCE
Facility Assessments continued on next page
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Facility
assessments
(continued)
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FACILITY LEGEND
1960’S OUTDATED

1990’S TRANSITIONAL

1970’S OUTDATED

2000’S CONTEMPORARY

1980’S TRANSITIONAL

CONDOR
EAST

STRUCTURAL
▪ Retrofit code requires if you are renovating a
building, more than 25% of overall construction
value, then the most current seismic code must
be considered. A grandfathered building has its
own set of standards, but if it was elected to add
a mezzanine/second story, one must comply with
the new regulations. Brand new structures must
obviously comply with new seismic requirements.
▪

Treetops: Gluelam beams are very valuable. It
is recommended these stay. This structure will
need new “bones” and “bones and spine” can
be expensive, but by reusing, it is also exhibiting
sustainability. It is a valuable 15,000 s.f. building
(and must be sprinkled once retrofit).
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Soils and
vegetation

CLASS

Recently Disturbed or Modified
Recently Disturbed or Modified
Open Water
California
Forest & Woodland
Open Water
Shrubland
& Grassland
Forest & Woodland
Californian-Vancouverian
Warm Temperate Forest Foothill & Valley Forest & Woodland
Semi-Desert
Recently Disturbed or Modified
Southern
Vancouverian
Cool Temperate
Forest Montane & Foothill Forest
Nonvascular
& Sparse Vascular Rock Vegetation
Open
ForestWater
& Woodland
Vancouverian
Lowland
& Montane Rainforest
Freshwater Aquatic
Vegetation
Agricultural
Shrubland
&Vegetation
Grassland
Recently Disturbed
or Modified
Intermountain
Pinyon - Western Juniper Woodland
MediterraneanSingleleaf
Scrub
Developed
Semi-Desert
Open Water& Other Human Use
Warm
Mediterranean
& Desert
Riparian,
Flooded & Swamp Forest
Mediterranean
Grassland
& Forb
Meadow
Nonvascular
& Sparse Vascular Rock Vegetation
Shrubland & Grassland
California
TemperateChaparral
Grassland, Meadow & Shrubland
Agricultural
Semi-DesertVegetation
California
Coastal
Scrub
Temperate & Boreal
Scrub & Herb Coastal Vegetation
Developed
Human
Use Rock Vegetation
Nonvascular& &Other
Sparse
Vascular
California
Annual
&
Perennial
Grassland
Temperate & Boreal Freshwater
Wet Meadow & Marsh
Agricultural Vegetation
Warm
Pacific
Coastal
Beach,
Dune
& Bluff Vegetation
Salt
Marsh
Recently
Disturbed or
Modified
Recently
Recently Disturbed
Disturbed or
or Modified
Modified
Developed & Other Human Use
Western
North American
Freshwater Wet Meadow, Marsh & Shrubland
Warm Water
Semi-Desert
ScrubLowland
& Grassland
Open
Open Water
North
American Pacific
Salt Marsh
Cool Semi-Desert
ScrubCoastal
& Grassland
Warm
Warm Temperate
Temperate Forest
Forest
Warm
Semi-Desert
Mediterranean
Alkaline-Saline Wetland
Mediterranean
Cliff, &Scree
& Rock Vegetation
Cool
Cool Temperate
Temperate Forest
Forest
Mojave-Sonoran
Semi-Desert
Warm Semi-Desert
Cliff, ScreeScrub
& Rock Vegetation
Freshwater
Freshwater Aquatic
Aquatic Vegetation
Vegetation
North
American
Warm
Desert
Alkaline-Saline
Semi-Desert Scrub
Cool Semi-Desert
Cliff, Scree & Rock Vegetation
Mediterranean
Mediterranean Scrub
Scrub
California Central Valley Mixed Oak Savanna
Warm
InteriorAgricultural
Chaparral
Herbaceous
Mediterranean
GrasslandVegetation
& Forb
Forb Meadow
Meadow
Mediterranean
Grassland
&
Mediterranean
Grassland
& ForbConifer
Meadow
California
Coastal
Closed-Cone
Forest and Woodland
North
American
Warm-Desert
Xero-Riparian
California
Forest
& Woodland
Developed
&
Urban
Temperate
Grassland,
Meadow
&
Shrubland
Temperate
Grassland,
Meadow
&
Shrubland
Temperate
Grassland,
Meadow
&
Shrubland
California Coastal Live Oak Woodland and Savanna
Great
Basin
Saltbrush
Scrub
California
Forest
& Woodland
Californian-Vancouverian
Foothill
Valley Forest
& Woodland
Current
and
Historic
Mining
Activity
Temperate
&
Boreal
Scrub
&
Herb&Coastal
Vegetation
Temperate
&
Scrub
&
Coastal
TemperateLower
& Boreal
Boreal
ScrubBlue
& Herb
Herb
Coastal Vegetation
Vegetation
California
Montane
Oak-Foothill
Pine Woodland and Savanna
Cool
Interior
Chaparral
Californian-Vancouverian
Foothill
&
Valley
Forest
& Woodland
Southern
Vancouverian
MontaneWet
& Foothill
Forest
Temperate
&
Freshwater
Meadow
&
Marsh
Temperate
& Boreal
Boreal
Wet
&
Temperate
Boreal Freshwater
Freshwater
Wet Meadow
Meadow
& Marsh
Marsh
Central
and &Southern
California Mixed
Evergreen
Woodland
California
Cliff,Lowland
Scree & &Rock
Vegetation
Southern
Montane
&Rainforest
Foothill Forest
Vancouverian
Montane
Salt
MarshVancouverian
Salt
Salt Marsh
Marsh
Southern
California
Oak Woodland
Savanna
California
Central Valley
Mixed Oakand
Savanna
North
American
Warm
Semi-Desert
Cliff, Scree
& Rock
Vegetation
Vancouverian
Lowland
&Pinyon
Montane
Rainforest
California
Forest
& Woodland
Intermountain
Singleleaf
- Western
Juniper
Woodland
Warm
Semi-Desert
Scrub
&
Grassland
Warm
Semi-Desert
Scrub
&
Grassland
Warm
Semi-Desert
Scrub
&
Grassland
Mediterranean
California
Mixed
Evergreen
Forest
California
Coastal
Closed-Cone
Conifer
Forest
and
Woodland
Central
Valley
Mixed
Oak
Savanna
Intermountain
Basin
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
Singleleaf
Pinyon
-&
Western
Juniper&Woodland
Californian-Vancouverian
Foothill
Valley
Forest
Woodland
Warm
Mediterranean
& Desert
Riparian,
Flooded
Swamp
Forest
California
Forest
&Scrub
Woodland
Cool
Semi-Desert
&
Grassland
Cool
Scrub
Grassland
Cool Semi-Desert
Semi-Desert
Scrub &
&
Grassland
Mediterranean
California
Mixed
Oak
Woodland
California
Coastal
Live
Oak
Woodland
and
Savanna
Closed-Cone
Conifer
Forest
and& Woodland
Great
Basin
&
Intermountain
Tall
Sagebrush
Shrubland
&
Steppe
Warm
Mediterranean
&
Desert
Riparian,
Flooded
Swamp
Forest
Southern
Vancouverian
Montane
&
Foothill
Forest
California
Chaparral
Californian-Vancouverian
Foothill
&Vegetation
Valley Forest Woodland
Mediterranean
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Mediterranean
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Mediterranean
Cliff,Jeffrey
Scree
& Desert
Rock Vegetation
Vegetation
Mojave
Mid-Elevation
Mixed
Scrub
Mojave
Mid-Elevation
Mixed
Desert
Scrub Pine
California
Montane
Pine-(Ponderosa
Pine)
Woodland
California
Lower
Montane
Blue
Oak-Foothill
Woodland
and Savanna
Coastal
Live Oak
Woodland
and Savanna
Central
Valley
Mixed
Oak
Savanna
Herbaceous
Agricultural
Vegetation
California
Chaparral
Vancouverian
Lowland
&Montane
Montane
Coastal
Scrub
Southern
Vancouverian
&Rainforest
Foothill
Forest
Warm
Semi-Desert
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
Warm
Semi-Desert
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
Warm
Semi-Desert
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
North
American
Warm
Desert
Active
and
Stabilized
Dune
North American
WarmCalifornia
Desert
Active
and
Stabilized
Dune and Woodland
Mediterranean
California
Dry-Mesic
Mixed
Conifer
Forest
Central
and
Southern
Mixed
Evergreen
Woodland
California
Lower
Montane
Blue Oak-Foothill
Pine
Woodland
and Savanna
Coastal
Conifer
Forest
and
Woodland
Recently
Disturbed
or
Modified
California
Coastal
Scrub
Intermountain
Singleleaf
Pinyon
- Western
Juniper
Woodland
Annual
&Closed-Cone
Perennial
Grassland
Vancouverian
Lowland
&
Montane
Rainforest
Cool
Semi-Desert
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
Cool
Semi-Desert
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
Cool
Semi-Desert
Cliff,
Scree
&
Rock
Vegetation
Sonora-Mojave
Creosotebush-White
Bursage
Desert
Scrub
California
Coastal
Redwood
Forest
Southern
California
Oak
Woodland
and
Savanna
Central
and
Southern
California
Mixed and
Evergreen
Woodland
California
Coastal
Oak
Woodland
Savanna
Open
Water
California
Annual
&Live
Perennial
Grassland
Warm
Mediterranean
&
Desert
Riparian,
Flooded
&
Swamp Forest
Pacific
Coastal
Beach,
Dune
& Bluff
Vegetation
Intermountain
Singleleaf
Pinyon
- Western
Juniper
Woodland
Herbaceous
Agricultural
Vegetation
Herbaceous
Vegetation
Herbaceous Agricultural
Agricultural
Vegetation
Sonora-Mojave
Mixed Salt
Desert
Scrub
Great
Basin
Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland
Mediterranean
California
Mixed
Evergreen
Forest
Southern
California
Oak
Woodland
and
Savanna
California
Lower
Montane
Blue
Oak-Foothill
Pine
and
Savanna
Quarries,
Mines,
Gravel
Pits
and
Oil
Warm
Pacific
Coastal
Beach,
Dune
&Wells
Bluff
Vegetation
California
Chaparral
Western
North
American
Lowland
Freshwater
WetWoodland
Marsh
& Shrubland
Mediterranean
&
Desert
Riparian,
Flooded
&Meadow,
Swamp Forest
Developed
& Urban
Urban
Developed
&
Developed
& Urban
North
American
Warm
Desert
Wash
North
American
Warm
Desert
Wash
California
Central
Valley
Riparian
Woodland
and
Shrubland
Mediterranean
California
Mixed
Oak
Woodland
Evergreen
Forest
Central
and
Southern
California
Mixed
Evergreen
Woodland
Developed
&
Urban
Western
North
American
Lowland
Freshwater
Wet
Meadow,
Marsh
& Shrubland
California
Coastal
Scrub
North
American
Pacific
Coastal
Salt Marsh
Chaparral
Current
and
Historic
Mining
Activity
Current
Mining
Activity
Current and
and Historic
Historic
Mining
Activity
Inter-Mountain
Basins
Mixed
Salt
Desert
Scrub
Inter-Mountain
Basins
Mixed
Saltand
Desert
Scrub
Mediterranean
California
Foothill
Lower
Montane
Riparian
Woodland
California
Montane
Jeffrey
Pine-(Ponderosa
Pine)
Woodland
Mediterranean
California
MixedGrassland
Oak
Woodland
Southern
California
Oak
Woodland
Savanna
North
Pacific
Coastal
Saltand
Marsh
California
Annual
&Scrub
Perennial
Warm American
Semi-Desert
&
Mediterranean
Alkaline-Saline
Wetland
Coastal
Inter-Mountain
Basins
Big
Sagebrush
Shrubland
Inter-Mountain
Basins
Big
Sagebrush
Shrubland
North
American
Warm
Desert
Riparian
Woodland
Shrubland
Mediterranean
California
Dry-Mesic
Mixed
Conifer
Forest
and Woodland
California
Montane
Jeffrey
Pine-(Ponderosa
Pine) and
Woodland
Mixed
Evergreen
Forest
Warm
Semi-Desert
&
Mediterranean
Alkaline-Saline
Wetland
Pacific
Coastal
Beach,
Dune
&
Bluff
Vegetation
Mojave-Sonoran
Scrub
California AnnualSemi-Desert
& Perennial Grassland
Southern
California
Coast
Ranges
Cliff
and
Canyon
Southern California
Coast Ranges
Cliff and Canyon
California
Maritime
Chaparral
California
Coastal
Redwood
Forest
Mediterranean
California
Dry-Mesic
Mixed
Conifer
andMarsh
Woodland
Mixed
Oak
Woodland
Mojave-Sonoran
Semi-Desert
Scrub
Western
NorthCoastal
American
Lowland
Freshwater
Wet Forest
Meadow,
North
Warm
Desert
Alkaline-Saline
Semi-Desert
Scrub & Shrubland
Warm American
Pacific
Beach,
Dune
& Bluff Vegetation
North
American
Warm
Desert
Bedrock
North American
Warm
Desert
Bedrock Cliff
Cliff and
and Outcrop
Outcrop
California
Mesic
Chaparral
Great
Basin
Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland
California
Coastal
Redwood
Forest
Montane
Jeffrey
Pine-(Ponderosa
Woodland
North
American
Warm
Desert
Alkaline-Saline
Semi-Desert
Scrub
Pacific
Coastal
Salt
Marsh Pine)
Warm
Interior
Western
NorthChaparral
American
Lowland
Freshwater
Wet Meadow,
Marsh & Shrubland
North
Warm
Desert
Pavement
North American
American
Warm
Desert
Pavement
Mediterranean
California
Mesic
Serpentine
Woodland
and
Chaparral
California
Central
Valley
Riparian
Woodland
and
Shrubland
Great
Basin
Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland
Mediterranean
California
Dry-Mesic
Mixed
Conifer
Forest
and
Woodland
Warm
Interior
Chaparral
Semi-Desert
&
Mediterranean
Alkaline-Saline
Wetland
North American Warm-Desert
Pacific CoastalXero-Riparian
Salt Marsh
Inter-Mountain
Basins
Shale
Badland
Inter-Mountain
Basins
Shale
Badland
Southern
California
Dry-Mesic
Chaparral
Mediterranean
California
Foothill
and
Lower
Montane
Riparian
Woodland
California
Central
Valley
Riparian
Woodland and Shrubland
Coastal
Redwood
North
Warm-Desert
Xero-Riparian
Mojave-Sonoran
Semi-Desert
Scrub
Great
Basin
Saltbrush
ScrubForest
Warm American
Semi-Desert
& Mediterranean
Alkaline-Saline Wetland
Cultivated
Cropland
Cultivated
Cropland
Southern
California
Coastal
Scrub
North
American
Warm
Desert
Riparian
Woodland
andRiparian
Shrubland
Mediterranean
California
Foothill
and Lower
Montane
Woodland
Great
Basin
Woodland
Great
Basin Pinyon-Juniper
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1147
FORMATION
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1210
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MACROGROUP
SOILS
Soil data acquired was based on the Web Soil Survey
(WSS) produced by the National Cooperative Soil
Survey, and operated by the USDA Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS). The site is composed
of soils typical of the southeastern part of Los
Angeles County and consist of:
▪

VEGETATION
USGS GAP Analysis Program Land Cover data and
the National Vegetation Classification System (NVC)
levels:
▪

1147 - Vista-Cieneba Complex, 30-85 % Slopes
▪

▪

Class - dominant general growth forms adapted to
basic moisture, temperature, and/or substrate or
aquatic

1210 - Urban Land - Montebello-Xerorthents
Complex, 0-15 % slopes
▪

Formation - global macroclimatic conditions as 		
modified by altitude, seasonality of precipitation,
substrates, hydrological conditions
Macrogroup - sub-continental to regional 		
differences in mesoclimate, geology, substrates, 		
hydrology, disturbance regimes

California
California Central
Central Valley
Valley Mixed
Mixed Oak
Oak Savanna
Savanna
California
California Coastal
Coastal Closed-Cone
Closed-Cone Conifer
Conifer Forest
Forest and
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and Savanna
Savanna
Mediterranean
Mediterranean California
California Mixed
Mixed Evergreen
Evergreen Forest
Forest
Mediterranean
Mediterranean California
California Mixed
Mixed Oak
Oak Woodland
Woodland
California Montane Jeffrey Pine-(Ponderosa Pine) Woodland

California Montane Jeffrey Pine-(Ponderosa Pine) Woodland
ECOLOGICAL
Mediterranean
Mediterranean California
California Dry-Mesic
Dry-Mesic Mixed
Mixed Conifer
Conifer Forest
Forest and
and Woodland
Woodland
SYSTEM
California
California Coastal
Coastal Redwood
Redwood Forest
Forest
Great
Great Basin
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and Shrubland
Shrubland
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Mediterranean California
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and Lower
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Montane Riparian
Riparian Woodland
Woodland

▪

Ecological System - groups of plant community 		
types that tend to co-occur within landscapes with
similar ecological processes, substrates and/or
environmental gradients
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New infrastructure: Water sustainability
WATER USE SUMMARY AND WATER CAPTURE POTENTIAL
A review of water consumption data made available by the LA Zoo staff found the yielded information summarized below.

STORMWATER STRATEGIES RECOMMENDED FOR THE LA ZOO
Various stormwater features can be implemented at the LA Zoo to help increase on-site retention, including bioretention and
underground storage.

TABLE 1: Annual Water Usage by Area
Water Demand
Total Consumption, 2015 (metered in chunks)
Pool Draining (calculated)
Washdown of Animal Holding Areas (estimated)
Powerwashing of Walkways (estimated)
Irrigation in the LA Zoo (estimated)
Irrigation at LA Zoo Event Center (estimated)
Restrooms in the LA Zoo (estimated)
Restrooms at LA Zoo Event Center (estimated)
Exhibits (treatment systems, ponds, aesthetics, etc.) (estimated)

Average
Annual (MG)
110.145
16.764
4.777
1.349
36.089
0.879
2.362
5.564
13.354

Source*
LA Zoo Consumption Water FY 15-16.xlsx
6-6-16 Update Zoo Animal Exhibit Water for PwrPt.xls
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx
Potential RW USE_estimate7.11.16_watercabinet_rev3.xlsx

Manufactured storage units such as underground storage cubes or underground cisterns are advantageous in areas where land
is valuable because they are entirely underground. They are large storage tanks tied into the storm drain system that will allow
large volumes of water to be retained underground on site and either be infiltrated into the ground or pumped out for use later.
Alternatively, surface storage features such as bioretention areas can retain large amounts of flow while also providing an
aesthetic advantage. Bioretention areas are commonly used in practice and consist of a bottom layer of gravel or drain rock
that permits large storage volumes, a middle layer of engineered soil media to encourage plant growth, retain additional water,
and remove pollutants, and finally a thin top layer of mulch that can be replaced if sediments accumulate.
Permeable pavement allows surface flow to drain through the pavement and into the underlying soils, which could potentially
then lead to underground storage facilities.

*Spreadsheet data provided by LA Zoo
Sand filters provide pollutant removal from stormwater and is commonly used as a pretreatment, however they don’t provide
aesthetic advantages. Specific to the LA Zoo, a large sand filter could create educational potential to describe the general
water treatment processes of removing the larger pollutants first.

TABLE 2: Metered Water Use by Month in 2015
Average
January February March
April
Annual
(MG)
(MG)
(MG)
(MG)
(MG)
110.145
8.063
8.200
9.080
10.820
Source: LA Zoo Consumption Water FY 15-16.xlsx

May
(MG)

June
(MG)

July (MG)

8.808

8.523

8.808

August September October November December
(MG)
(MG)
(MG)
(MG)
(MG)
8.808

8.523

10.281

9.950

10.281

A simplified approach was then used to estimate the annual amount of water received by
1) A Zoo wide collection underground storage system;
2) Five separate underground systems from the five collection zones identified by Torre Design Consortium.
In order to estimate the total amount of water that would be received, it was assumed that the area gets 15 inches of rain
according to the EPA Stormwater Calculator which references a rain gauge in Downtown Los Angeles approximately 6.5 miles
south of the LA Zoo, the total watershed area of the Zoo and the surrounding hillsides is 149.16 acres, and that to account for
losses 80% of all rainfall would end up in the underground storage tanks. This would result in 149.16 acre feet, or 48.6 million
gallons. This is approximately 44% of the Zoo’s total metered consumption in 2015.
Further calculations were made to estimate the total water that would end up in each of the separate collection zones.
Comparing the watershed map from the LA Zoo Storm Water BMP Study done in 2000 by SMD/LA Zoo, the following surface
areas were attributed to each of the collection zones. The same hydrologic assumptions were made as above.

Wetlands are an aesthetically advantageous method of storing and treating stormwater. They take up large amounts of space
but can attract natural wildlife, remove numerous pollutants, and provide engaging educational opportunities if designed and
planted correctly. This specific LID control could best match themes of the LA Zoo.
Infiltration trenches are an aesthetically simple way of infiltration water within small surface areas.
Raingardens have a large aesthetic advantage if planted correctly, while also providing advantages similar to those of
bioretention areas.
Finally, interpretive signage is another important aspect that promotes drought and LID education. There are a lot of
opportunities to implement educational opportunities at the LA Zoo, it would fit with California’s theme of being a leader in
water resources innovation and drought response.
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Sustainable infrastructure certifications such as Envision and LEED can be designed for. Achieving these certifications can
document any efforts made to become a more environmentally sustainable organization, as well as gain recognition.

TABLE 3: Estimated Annual Runoff Collected per Zone
Collection Zone Drainage Area (acres) Estimated Annual Runoff Collected (MG)
1
8.88
2.893
2
22.34
7.279
3
27.80
9.059
4
34.07
11.102
5
56.07
18.270

Prepared by Watearth - May 22, 2017
Note: Draft memorandum released under the authority of Jennifer J. Walker, P.E. (C77079), D.WRE, ENV SP, CFM, QSD on
5/22/2017 and should not be used for design or construction.
This memorandum documents findings and results of Vision Plan level water sustainability options available to the LA Zoo.
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Innovations in life support
The Life Support System (LSS) component of the Project is based on the
assumption that the major aquatic areas will be sea lion (500k-750k gallons),
hippo (200-300k gallons), and grizzly stream & pool (200k gallons). Life Support
Systems are water treatment systems for aquatic animals, designed to maintain
water quality and clarity to promote animal health and maintain a positive public
viewing experience. The purpose of the LSS is multi-faceted: to maintain low levels
of pollutants, suspended solids, pathogens and heavy metals. Additionally, the
LSS help to control nutrients, BOD, color, residual oxidants, algae and disinfection
byproducts.
The LSS is generally comprised of the equipment, piping, valves and controls used
to process, treat and convey the habitat water from the habitat to the treatment
system and back. Starting at the habitat pool, the flow would enter the piping
network through pool structures called skimmers or bottom drains (sumps).
Variously sized piping would convey the flow from the habitat to the LSS room and
the LSS equipment. In a traditional LSS, the treatment process consists of pumping
flow through sand filters and fractionators, side stream ozone contacting and
degassing, side stream temperature control, chemical addition and dosing systems
and return piping that will convey treated flow back to the habitat. Identifying key
issues of concern, with further evaluation of said issues will be provided in the
concept and schematic design phases.
To provide the LA Zoo with both an effective and sustainable LSS, PCA is
rethinking the “traditional” LSS, focusing on both design and operations to create
an energy efficient system that’s easy to operate and maintain. PCA is considering
the following sustainability-enhancing concepts:
▪ Oversized piping and long-radius ells to lower the design velocities and help
reduce head loss and power requirements.
▪

Use of higher efficient pumps: possibly propeller pumps.

Use of Foam Fractionators (or Protein Skimmers) help to remove nitrogenous
waste before it degrades to ammonia thereby slowing the accumulation of
nitrate, which is toxic to fish at high concentrations. If there is a slower buildup
of nitrate, there will be fewer water changes.
▪

▪ Incorporate variable frequency drives (VFD) to take advantage of lower head
loss through filters after backwashing. Additionally, they help to eliminate
energy demands resulting from conservative hydraulic design assumptions and,
thus, reduce energy use and long-term operating costs
▪

Operational considerations like …
Filter backwash frequency (backwashing filters when they need it based on
flows and pressures not on time
Allow slight temperature fluctuations to reduce heating and chilling loads
Reduce flow (turn off pumps) at night based on animal activity and
environmental conditions

▪

Algae control to reduce water used in backwashing and water changes
Cover habitats to reduce sunlight (which promotes algae growth)
Use flocculent to inhibit algae growth

▪

Incorporate alternative filtration strategies
Drum, Defender and bead filters to reduce backwash water use
Glass media to improve filtration and reduce backwash frequency

▪ Incorporate backwash recovery systems (BWR) to allow filter backwash 		
water to be recovered. This will help reduce water use and sewer discharge.

EXTREME CONSERVATION
The City of LA has sustainability goals which include the conservation of
water. Zoos in general can be very high consumers of water. The LA Zoo has
implemented reclamation systems within the Zoo to allow for use of Reclaimed
Water on Zoo property. Currently that reclaimed water usage has not been
translated to water use in contact with the animals. The technology exists to utilize
reclaimed water within the habitats and, in fact, facilities have been proposed and
designed in severe environments to allow complete recycle of water on the site.
This means that no water leaves the site except by evaporation. There is obviously
a tradeoff between reclamation and both capital and operational costs. Currently,
it is not anticipated that extreme conservation will be employed at the LA Zoo.
However, some level of compromise is possible and we would recommend that the
reclamation of water within the Life Support System be evaluated on a case by case
basis to allow for meeting or exceeding the conservation goals of the Zoo at the
most cost effective approach.
From past research related to the San Francisco Zoo, expected recycled water
quality could allow for replacement of current water supplies for the following
animal-related applications:
Low Exposure
▪ Irrigation in non-animal public areas
▪ Irrigation in animal enclosure areas
▪ Public walkway wash down
▪ Lake fill
Medium Exposure
▪ Animal enclosure wash down
High External Exposure
▪ Animal habitat water (terrestrial)
▪ Marine mammal pools
▪ Animal living water (aquatic species)
▪ Direct animal wash down

Preliminarily, PCA has divided the proposed Vision
Plan water habitats into the following 5 categories in
each of which an LSS will be employed:
1. Animal/Bird Habitats w/Underwater Viewing
(penguins, hippo, etc)
a. Closed Systems
b. Drum Filter or Screen pre-filtration
c. Sand Filters
d. Ozone
e. Temperature Control
f. Fractionators
g. BWR
2. Animal Habitats Marine Mammals (expanded
sea lion)
a. Consider Multi-species
b. No oxidants
c. Defender Filters
d. Carbon
e. Temperature Control
f. BWR
3. Bird Habitats No Underwater Viewing
a. Drum Filters
b. Temperature Control
c. Ozone
d. BWR
4. Animal Habitats w/o Underwater Viewing
(grizzly, Africa)
a. Closed System
b. Drum Filters or Bead Filters
c. Temperature Control
d. Chlorine
5. Ornamental Water Features (Birds)
a. Bead filters
b. UV
c. Pump strainer baskets
6. Use of Wetlands. We also believe that wetlands
should be considered on a case by case basis to
provide innovative use of water recycling and
improvement of landscaping on the site.

Prepared by PCA - May 22, 2017
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New infrastructure: Civil
A. PURPOSE:
This infrastructure analysis reviews the Rough Order of Magnitude Costs,
infrastructure needs, phasing constraints, general process for obtaining
approvals, and high level construction concerns for the major infrastructure in
support of the L.A. Zoo Vision Plan build out.
B. DESCRIPTION OF COSTS:
Costs for infrastructure include overall grading, utilities, and supporting
paving for the parking lots and roadways. Costs for site paving, landscaping,
and habitat appurtenances for each phase are assumed to be included in the
“Habitat” and/or Phase budgets which would be dependent on final design.
However, smaller localized grading, utilities, and paving will be required
for each phase and a budget for each phase should include allowances for
somewhere in the range of ten percent for these costs.
Major infrastructure costs include the full replacement of all sewer, water, and
gas piping, electrical infrastructure, as well as localized replacement of storm
drainage. The majority of these systems are from 50 to 70 years old and will
be reaching their useful lifespan within the next 30 years or so. Paving of the
parking lot has been more recent and could be continued in a maintenance
program.
C. DESCRIPTION OF PHASING:
The Vision Plan Phasing Habitat shows the anticipated phasing for the
project. Costs for the infrastructure would include new grading and utilities
as outlined below, as well as temporary costs and contingencies to address
edge conditions with other phases, temporary utilities and access needs,
and potential up-sizing of some utilities to serve future phases. Note that
phasing has taken into account starting at the entry where all services are
provided and generally working west. This will reduce the amount of temporary
infrastructure, but slightly increase the amount of initial phase costs to upsize
for future phases.
D. GRADING:
All phases will have some grading needs. Most will have some localized cut of
the land and placement of that cut into fill areas within the phase. However, a
large cut and export will be required for Phase 2 (the canyon within California).
It is assumed up to 51,000 cubic yards will require export. Export of soils is
relatively expensive in Los Angeles since very few sites require dirt for fill.
Therefore, it is likely that the export will be taken to an active landfill. Costs
for such export are currently around $40 per cubic yard. This would have a
project cost for that phase of about $2,000,000.
All other phases are expected to have grading costs in the order of around
3,000 to 4,000 cubic yards per acre with a cost of around $3 per cubic yard.
Costs are estimated to be:

Phase
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

Cost
$70,000
$2,000,000
$25,000
$300,000
$100,000
$50,000
$20,000

E. SEWER
Sewer costs would be larger to the east and reduce to the west as pipe sizes get
smaller. Costs are expected to be:
Phase
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

Cost
$250,000
$500,000
$0 (Costs borne by Phase 2)
$300,000
$300,000
$200,000
$50,000

F. WATER
Water costs would be larger to the east and reduce to the west as pipe sizes
get smaller. Costs are expected to be:
Phase
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

Cost
$400,000
$600,000
$50,000
$400,000
$400,000
$300,000
$50,000

G. STORM DRAIN
Storm drain costs would be larger to the east and reduce to the west as pipe
sizes get smaller. Costs also include water Quality Costs which are assumed to
be split between the phases. Costs are expected to be:
Phase
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

Cost
$700,000
$1,200,000
$200,000
$200,000
$600,000
$400,000
$100,000

H. GAS
Gas costs would be larger to the east and reduce to the west as pipe sizes get
smaller. Costs are expected to be:
Phase
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

Cost
$50,000
$150,000
$50,000
$200,000
$100,000
$50,000
$50,000

I. ELECTRIC
Electric costs would be larger in Phase 2. Costs are expected to be:
Phase
1		
2		
3		
4		
5		
6		
7		

Cost
$250,000
$2,500,000
$300,000
$1,600,000
$600,000
$300,000
$100,000

J. PARKING LOT
1 Costs are expected to be in the $2,500,000 range for paving lighting and
traffic control
2 If a bridge is proposed at the entry, costs for the bridge would be in the 		
$5,000,000 range
K. OVERALL
Permit and inspection fees would be in the 10% range of construction cost.
Design costs would be in the $10% range of construction cost. Contingencies
should be in the 30% range at this level of analysis. Therefore, the numbers
above should be increased by 50% for planning purposes with an overall
infrastructure cost in the range of $35,000,000. In addition to this, additional
10% of overall costs for the habitats should be added to provide localized
infrastructure.
L. PROCESS
All permits for on-site work will be permitted by the Los Angeles Department
of Building and Safety. Permit and inspection fees would be in the 10% range
of construction cost. Design costs would be in the $10% range of construction
cost. Contingencies should be in the 30% range at this level of analysis.

Prepared by PSOMAS - May 23, 2017
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New infrastructure: Structural
WHEN TO DEMOLISH AND WHEN TO RETROFIT A BUILDING
The majority of the existing buildings at the LA zoo are about 50+ years, therefore
it is important for the Zoo to decide what buildings will be demolished and what
buildings are essential to go through the process of keeping and retrofitting them.
The first guideline to decide on this issue, on any building in general, is if they are
Historical or not (and that means if they are under the National Register of Historic
Places). If they are, you are mandated to retrofit the building to current seismic
standards. In the case of buildings at the LA Zoo, the LA zoo is exempt from
Historical requirements, so this is not an issue for the existing buildings at the
LA Zoo.
The second guideline to take into account to decide whether or not an existing
building at the LA Zoo should be retrofitted or not to comply with current seismic
standards is based on the extent of the modifications to the building. There are
three major triggering considerations that will require a full seismic retrofit of the
entire existing building to comply with current seismic standards. These are:
If the alteration of the existing building increases the seismic load (weight) by
more than 10%.
▪

▪ If the alteration to the existing building decreases the lateral resisting system
of the existing building by more than 10% (for example: new openings on shear
walls, elimination of shear walls or brace frames, etc.)

If the alteration to the existing building creates a prohibitive structural
irregularity defined in ASCE 7-10.
▪

Another item to point out as a common sense guideline is that the older your
building, the most expensive your seismic retrofit cost will be, because the gap
between the seismic standards when a building was originally built and the current
seismic standards will be larger as time goes by.
Most of the buildings at the LA zoo are 50+ years old and to our knowledge, none
of them have been seismically retrofitted between the time they were built and
now, so for starters that should indicate that the cost of seismically retrofitting
any of these existing buildings will be on the higher side cost if we trigger the
mandatory seismic upgrades required by Code.
So, unless there is a very imperative reason to keep some of the buildings while
altering them, they are probably good candidates to be demolished. Of course this
can be analyzed case by case in the future when the design of the buildings starts,
but these are general guidelines for the Zoo to take into consideration.

If the alteration of the buildings does not trigger the three items mentioned on
the bullets above, then technically we are not required to seismically retrofit the
buildings to current seismic standards, but the main question now should be,
how much life expectancy the building still has. As a general rule a 50+ years
old building is probably close to exceeding its days of good performance and
maintenance requirements will start to become a major budget and operations
issue.
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE TREETOPS CENTER
Treetops is a good example for discussion in how to decide if this building should
be retrofitted or demolished.
Based on the discussions during the Vision Plan meetings, there were suggestions
of adding a second story which will clearly trigger one of the requirements to fully
comply with updating the treetop building to current seismic standards because we
will be adding more than 10% weight to the existing building.
There were also discussions about eliminating the interior masonry walls and
replacing them with a different Lateral Resisting System (maybe steel to allow
more transparency to the building). The interior masonry walls are part of the
existing Lateral Resisting System of this building, therefore we will be totally
replacing the existing Lateral Resisting System and that could easily qualify as a
trigger for a full seismic retrofit to comply with current seismic standards.
Finally, based on the age of the building and the items mentioned above, it is clear
that the cost of the seismic retrofit of this building will be in the high side cost
and close to what a new building may cost. The only advantage of retrofitting this
building will be to retain the existing very rare curved Glue-lam beams. So the LA
Zoo should decide how valuable is to retain those Glue-lam beams or to replicate
the building with new materials.

DISCUSSION ABOUT OTHER NEW BUILDING EVENTS
During the Vision Plan meetings there were also discussions about building two
other events centers in addition to Treetops. They are:
▪

California Visitor Center

▪

And Africa Visitor Center

Those buildings could be either made of reinforced concrete or steel as a main
material of construction. Depending on the function and expectations of the
buildings, we can choose the material of preference for the design of those new
buildings. For instance, if we need a durable building which needs to be acoustical
and vibrational isolated as well as with good sealant capacities, perhaps reinforced
concrete could be the preferred material. If we want a light building with lots of
flexibility for the future, steel is the most appropriate material of selection.
Of course irrelevant of the material of construction chosen for the superstructure,
the foundation will be made of reinforced concrete.
DISCUSSION ABOUT NEW BUILDINGS AT ENTRY
There has also been lots of discussion on how to make the Entry more friendly
and efficient to the public. If the Entry itself needs to be modified, steel is probably
the most appropriate and versatile material for this purpose. It can be tied to the
existing structure or separated if we do have problems with the existing structure
not being capable of holding additional loads.
For the bathrooms and gift shops they could be built with CMU masonry walls for
their durability or steel if a great deal of flexibility is required (especially on the gift
shops), but definitely CMU masonry walls will be the most cost effective solution.
There are also plans of adding new Entry Buildings at each side of the existing entry
and they can easily be of a combination of concrete and steel structures.
The new proposed Restaurant and Administration Building at the entry corridor
could easily be built with steel as the primary material, to provide flexibility and
transparency on the design. Of course, irrelevant of the material of construction
chosen for the superstructure, the foundation will be made of reinforced concrete.
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New infrastructure: Structural (continued)
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE WATER BUILDING
The Water building is proposed to have a very interesting curvilinear roof shape
therefore steel could be the material of preference on this case. If water is going
to be retained on tanks inside this Water building, then of course reinforced
concrete will be the best material for the tanks to have a more permeable and
sealed material. Of course irrelevant of the material of construction chosen for the
superstructure, the foundation will be made of reinforced concrete.
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE AERIAL TRAM
The Aerial Tram is proposed to be an aerial structure which could be made of steel
or wood if the spans are not too long. The foundations will be definitely challenging
and they will most likely consist of piers with possible deep foundations such as
Piles. In some instances some of the structural members holding the Aerial Tram
could be anchored into the existing hills depending on the quality of them and its
capabilities to hold loads.
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE CANYON
Although this is more related to the Civil work, we can comment that the major
issue will be to determine if the existing hills have an acceptable tolerance to be cut
without getting destabilized. This issue should be clarified through a Geotechnical
investigation and recommendation.

DISCUSSION ABOUT PARKING STRUCTURE
There has been a lot of discussion about the possibility to build an additional
parking structure. In order to do that, these are our main guidelines on how to go
about it.
▪ Underground construction normally costs two to three times more than above
ground construction, so we strongly recommend considering building an above
ground structure. The reasons of the underground construction cost being much
higher are as follows: More excavation, basement walls will need to be designed
as retaining walls, waterproofing requirements, etc.
▪ A concrete structure may be more beneficial than a steel structure because
the steel construction will require deeper beams. Therefore, the steel parking
structure in general will need to be higher increasing the cost of it.

Two good concrete options to explore are Pre-cast and Post-tension
construction. The only withdraw for the Post-tension concrete construction
option is the fact that they vibrate too much (especially at the ramps) and that
could be a nuisance.
▪

▪ Pre-cast concrete option could be a faster construction than post-tension
construction, but before deciding on any of these option a good cost benefit
ratio should be performed, because it depends on the availability and current
demand of these two options.

Prepared by JCE Structural Engineering - May 23, 2017
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New infrastructure: Mechanical
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. The HVAC system shall comply with the current California Code of
Regulations, Title 24, the standards of CMC, CPC, CEC, CBC, IBC, OSHA, ADA,
UL, STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT, ASHRAE, SMACNA, GREEN BUILDING
CODE and NFPA, as well as the requirements of the local authorities having
jurisdiction and LA Zoo’s Vision Plan Design Guide.
2. All enclosed spaces within the LA Zoo campus are recommended to have
either air conditioning, ventilation or exhaust unless specifically excluded in
this Guide or as directed by LA ZOO Vision Plan.
3. HVAC design shall comply with Title-24 energy efficiency requirements
for all construction and exceed Title-24 energy efficiency requirements
by a minimum of 15% or more, in conjunction with LEED Certification as
recommended. Consult with utility suppliers to take full advantage of
incentives for higher energy efficiency such as the Savings by Design Program
of Southern California Edison and the Gas Company.
4. Systems and equipment shall conform to LA Zoo’s Vision Plan Design
Guidelines.
5. Assure maintenance and accessibility provisions for servicing and
replacement.
a. Where practical, all equipment shall be housed on the roof or in
Mechanical Rooms within the building. The alternative system may split heat
pumps using indoor Fancoils and remote condensing units located away from
spaces such as Habitats, Public Places, offices and Line of sight.
b. Provide adequate working area around equipment for service.
6. Where HVAC units are roof mounted or require roof openings, verify that
all structural provisions are made to assure adequate capacity for load bearing
and diaphragm capacity for new and existing structures.
7. HVAC systems are recommended for indoor assembly areas, restrooms,
offices, habitats, galleries, classrooms and breakrooms.

B. SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA
1. Calculations and Load Criteria
a. Heating and cooling load calculations shall be performed on an industrially
recognized computer program such as Trace 700 or Energy Pro that will
demonstrate compliance with Title-24. The calculations shall be done for
each area and each system.
b. Indoor and outdoor design conditions and other relevant data shall be in
accordance with current ASHRAE publications.
c. Provisions for internal heat gain from occupants is based on ASHRAE and
equipment within a space shall be a determined by LA ZOO Vision Plan.
1) The California Energy Commission’s (CEC) Certificate of Compliance
for Non-Residential Buildings with the necessary backup forms shall be
completed for submittal to the Los Angeles County Building and Safety
for review by DPW, Design and Review Section. The Title-24 Compliance
calculations shall be performed on the performance basis using the whole
building approach, and integrating the building envelope, mechanical
and electrical systems as designed, on a CEC approved program such as
Energy Pro.

C. HVAC SYSTEM SELECTION
1. Criteria
a. HVAC systems shall be selected based on the following considerations:
1) Project Characteristics that includes but not limited to the following:
i. New building.
ii. Construction Materials: Wood frame, concrete, steel or masonry
construction.
iii. Single story vs. multi-story.
iv. Roof type: Flat vs pitched
v. Building size and configuration
vi. Operating Schedules
vii. Location on site with regard to adjacent buildings and uses.
b. Easy to install.
c. Easy to operate and maintain

2. Ventilation and Outside Air Control
a. Outside air to each area through the HVAC system in compliance with
current CEC Standards and ASHRAE recommendations shall be provided.
b. Outside-air shall be provided for each HVAC unit. Calculations how air
is relieved from the building, on a regular cycle and economizer cycle, to
balance the fresh outside air make-up and maintain building pressures to
assure compliance with CBC door closer settings for accessibility shall be
indicated.
c. Evaporative Cooling shall be provided at Animal Habitats as
recommended.
d. Exhaust system for kitchen, restrooms, turnout storage, workroom and
work areas shall be provided.
3. Air Filtration
a. Air filters with a minimum efficiency of Merv 13 or higher shall be provided.

d. Energy efficient
e. Proven reliability
f. Acceptable procurement lead time.
g. As low an initial cost as practical
h. Low Operating cost.
i. Low Maintenance cost.
j. Environmentally friendly.
k. Acoustically compatible with occupied spaces.
2. Overview of HVAC Systems
a. Small Single Zone Type Unitary Systems:
1) Packaged Rooftop Air conditioning Units with gas heating for indoor
assembly areas, indoor habitats, galleries, driving rooms, study room.
Small Single Zone Type Unitary systems of multiple zone controls for
unitary systems, such as VVT control systems, shall be provided for
offices.
2) Positive means for fresh air make-up and sufficient means of relief to
maintain door opening and closing pressures that comply with CBC, ADA
accessibility requirements shall be provided.
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New Infrastructure: Mechanical (continued)
D. CONTROLS AND ZONING
1. General
a. Provide an automatic system of temperature control for all systems.
b. A common air handling system shall not serve areas that are not on similar
operating schedules.
c. Each unitary HVAC unit shall be provided with a factory preprogrammed
digital thermostat with a manual push-to-start switch. This switch shall
also stop the unit when held for 30 seconds. The program shall enable the
units to stay on after being started, unless they are manually turned off (to
open operable windows or other reasons). For after-hours or off-schedule
operation, the unit shall stay on for a preprogrammed duration after being
started.
E. AIR DISTRIBUTION
1. Ventilation and Outside Air
a. Provide outside air to each room through the HVAC system in compliance
with current CEC Standards.
b. Clearly indicate outside-air provisions and flow rates for each HVAC unit,
and relief provisions to balance the fresh outside air make-up and to relieve
exhaust air in all operating cycles.
c. Fresh Air Intakes:
1) Locate fresh air intakes to prevent contamination from kitchen exhaust,
animal habitats or any process exhaust by locating the intakes on the
upstream (prevailing wind) side of exhaust openings, as distant as
possible.
2. Ducts
a. Comply with current code and SMACNA Guidelines for duct construction.
Thicker metal gauges for ducts and hanger straps, as specified in the Guide
Specifications, must be used for exposed ductwork and other special
considerations.
b. Lined ducts should be installed on inlet and outlet side of fans, and
between fans and ducts, to prevent fan noise entering rooms through the
duct system.
3. Economizers for Outside Air
a. General:
1) The California Energy Commission prescribes 100% outside-air
economizers for equipment with supply-air capacities over 2,500 cfm
capacity. All air conditioning units shall be provided with economizer.

F. COOLING SOURCES
1. Refrigeration Systems
a. Direct Expansion (DX) Systems: Refrigerant based air conditioning.
b. Central Plant: Chilled and Hot Water System.
G. SOUND AND VIBRATION CONTROL
1. Criteria
a. Because mechanical systems and equipment are a major source of
disturbing noise within buildings, sound and vibration control measures must
be incorporated to the maximum extent economically practical. In general,
refer to current ASHRAE guidelines.

H. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. HVAC for Computer Rooms:
a. Provide HVAC to computer rooms having special requirements for
temperature and air-quality control.
b. The computer room HVAC units shall be for 24 hours operation,
independent from the central system.
2. Ventilation
a. Ventilate receiving areas, storage, restrooms, kitchens by a make-up air
unit with heating and evap cooling that interlocks with the wall louver with
motorized damper.

b. Noise levels from HVAC systems shall be better than 45 dBA, especially in
sensitive spaces or per the acoustical consultant’s recommendations.

b. Door switch shutdowns the make-up air unit and closed the motorized wall
louver when folding doors are open.

c. Supply diffusers and return grilles shall be sized and selected for the design
airflow without dumping and objectionable noise. Air terminals shall be
selected based on the following recommended NC Levels.
1) Offices			
35 to 40

c. Provide general exhaust system at general public areas.

2) Habitats			

25 to 35

3) Lobbies and Halls		

35 to 40

4) Support Areas		

40 to 45

5) General Public Areas		

40 to 45

2. Equipment Sound Levels
a. Sound level of the design base HVAC equipment shall be indicated on the
drawings. These sound levels must be at the design conditions and tested
per applicable current standards such as ARI Standards 260, 270, 370 and
AMCA 300

3. Restroom Ventilation
a. Provide a minimum of 12 air exchanges per hour in restrooms.
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New infrastructure: Plumbing
A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Plumbing systems shall be installed in accordance with the current California
Building Code and Plumbing code (CBC-part of California Code of Regulations,
Title 24), as well as Green Building Code and LA Zoo’s Vision Plan.
2. Design systems to be simple, durable, easy to operate and maintain, with
ready accessibility for servicing, maintenance and replacement.
3. Contact each utility supplier to determine the requirements for the most
cost effective service connection. Provide separate meters for domestic, fire
and irrigation water supplies.
4. Fixtures must comply with State Water Conservation Guidelines and Green
Building Standards, including maximum flow as follows:
a. Water Closets:1.28 gpf
b. Urinals: Waterless* OR 0.125 gpf for wall mounted and 0.5 gpf for floor
mounted *waterless if desired by the Zoo
c. Lavatory Faucets: 0.5 gpm at 60 psi OR for metering faucet 0.20 gallons
per cycle.
d. Kitchen Sink Faucets: 1.8 gpm at 60 psi.
5. Restrooms:
a. Provide restrooms the following features to reduce maintenance and
conserve water:
1) Shut-off valve for all fixtures in each restroom, located above the upper
terminal water closet and behind a locked access panel.
2) Water-saving battery-operated infrared-sensored flush valves, with
manual override on all water closets.
3) Push-button, ADA-metered, self-closing faucets on lavatories.
4) Hose-bibb with vacuum breaker in recessed box with locking cover.
5) Floor drains with trap primers with floors sloped to drain.
6) Clean-outs above all urinals, lavatories, and water closets.
6. Public Restrooms:
a. Provide the following features to reduce maintenance and conserve water:
1) Shut-off valve for all fixtures located above the upper terminal water
closet and behind a locked access panel.
2) Floor drains with trap primers sloped to drain.
3) Clean-outs above all urinals, lavatories, and water closets.
4) Provide ADA compliant floor-mounted water closet and countertop
lavatory.

B. SEWER SYSTEMS
1. Industrial Wastewater Permits must be obtained from the City of Los
Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of Sanitation, Industrial Waste
Management Division, in accordance with the Los Angeles Industrial Waste
Control Ordinance for all clarifiers. A permit is required for each point of
discharge to the City’s sewer system.
2. Sewer Lines
a. Cast iron soil pipe at all following locations:
1) Within the building and 5’-0” outside the building line.
2) Running parallel to and within 2’-0” of any building or structure.
3) 6” sewer lateral to fire station.
b. Provide clean-outs above all urinals, lavatories, upper terminal water
closets, and sinks.
c. Provide uniform slope of 1/4” fall per foot whenever possible, but never
less than 1/8” per foot.
d. Indicate invert elevations of new sewer lines at buildings, changes in
direction, locations where sewer lines join and at property lines.
e. Review existing sewer pipe’s capacities, conditions and materials based on
LA Zoo’s Vision Plan.
3. Floor Drains, Area Drains and Floor Sinks:
a. Where drains or sinks are required, slope floor to drain at 1/8” per foot.
b. Floor drains with trap primers are required at:
1) Restrooms. One floor drain shall be provided front and center for two or
more urinals. One floor drain is required for water closets in all restrooms
with an additional floor drain when a total of four or more water closets
are provided. One floor drain shall be provided for a combination of one
water closet and one urinal.
4. Utility/Service Sink Room: Provide wall-mounted stainless steel mop sink,
with floor drain.
a. Floor sinks with trap primers are required at:
1) Utility/Service sink room.
2) Kitchens, and where preparation sinks have an indirect waste drain
rather than a direct connection.
3) Trench drain.
4) Wherever required by the California Plumbing Code or the Los
Angeles City Plumbing Code.

C. WATER SYSTEMS
1. Water Service:
a. Coordinate existing site conditions to define and request water service
from the utility supplier.
2. Design Criteria:
a. Provide domestic, water service and irrigation water service.
3. Use Type L hard copper pipe inside buildings.
4. Do not run water lines under slab if at all possible.
5. Provide a shut-off valve to isolate all fixtures in each restroom, kitchens and
any other room with multiple fixtures.
6. Slope pipes up in direction of water flow to air-elimination devices, or up to a
nearby expansion tank, to provide for air elimination from water lines.
7. Water hammer arrestors are required for lavatories, sinks, fountains, water
closets, urinal headers, and other fixtures.
D. HOT WATER SYSTEMS
1. Provide Gas-Fined Water Heater
2. Hot water or tempered water is required (as indicated, in addition to cold
water) for the following areas, but not limited to these areas:
a. Kitchen
b. Utility Service Sink Room.
c. Restrooms.
d. Public Restroom.
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New Infrastructure: Plumbing (continued)
E. WATER VALVES AND OTHER DEVICES
1. Uninterrupted Service:
a. All domestic water supply mains shall be designed in an above-ground
valve station with a minimum of two parallel branch lines – a primary
and secondary – to provide for uninterrupted service to the site during
maintenance of a backflow preventer or a pressure regulating valve. Each
branch shall include a backflow preventer with strainer and when the street
pressure exceeds 80 psi, a pressure regulator with strainer.
b. A separate service shall be provided for landscape irrigation, with an
above-ground valve station that includes a backflow preventer and a pressure
regulator with strainer when the street pressure exceeds manufacturer’s or
design suggested range.
2. Shut-off Valves:
a. All shut-off valves shall be accessible from the room in which fixtures are
installed, and shall be located at approximately 3’-0”, but not more than 7’0”,
from the floor. These valves shall control only fixtures in the room in which
they are installed.
b. Provide shut-off valves for:
1) Each group of fixtures.
2) Each restroom.
F. GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
1. Gas Service:
a. Provide Gas service with seismic shut-off valve.
b. Locate gas meters:
1) Where a straight service run from the street can be made by the gas
company.

Prepared by Building Solutions Group - May 22, 2017
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New infrastructure: Electrical
A. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
0. Codes and Regulations
a. California Electrical Code 2016 with City of Los Angeles Amendments.
b. Underwriter Laboratories.
c. National Fire Protection Association NFPA 72.
d. Occupancy Safety and Health Administration.
e. California Building Code Title 24.
f. City of Los Angeles Fire Department and Department of Public Works.
g. Electric and Magnetic Fields Standards.
h. ANSI/NECA Electrical Installation Standards.
i. NETA Electrical Testing recommendations.
j. IESNA Lighting Recommendations.
1. Electrical Service and Power Distribution
a. The power utility company is the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power (LA-DWP). The Zoo is served by a medium voltage underground
4160V system. The service of the Zoo comes from an electrical service,
“MS”, built in 2003, which as of today constitutes the principal service of
the Zoo. Older electrical service feeding a limited part of the Zoo shall be
switched to the new service “MS” as the Vision Plan get implemented.
b. The principal service “MS” is located at the Industrial Station 1071 building,
at the end of Mineral Well Rd and Service Rd. This service consists of a
medium voltage outdoor substation 1200A-4160V-3PH-3W, with a main
fuse of 750A. The peak demand on this electrical service was recorded at
165Amps. We consider this electrical service sufficient to accommodate the
new Vision Plan of the Zoo.
c. The main service “MS” feeds (6) loops of feeders that run underground
along the exhibits from two different sources. Service roads of the Zoo,
powering pad mounted transformers at the different structures and exhibits.
These feeders were also replaced in 2003, along with the main service
switchboard, therefore we recommend that they will be reused.
d. The proposed Vision Plan will continue with the same principle, but added
redundancy shall be obtained. Existing medium voltage branch circuits
shall be extended in order to create loops around the Zoo that will allow
feeding each exhibit from two different directions by creating loops of the
new medium voltage circuits. The lost or disconnection of the feed from one
feeder will allow the exhibit to continue be powered from the opposite side.
e. The maximum voltage drop in each power feeder shall be no more than 3%
and the total drop including feeder and branch circuits shall be no more than
5% overall, in compliance with 2016 Title 24.
f. The system will be expanded to the new exhibits using underground
conduits, and new pad mounted utility style transformers will be installed
throughout the Zoo. The intention will be to make the new transformers
accessible for maintenance, but hidden from the public view, so they shall be
installed on the service roads and back of the house, instead of the current

configuration where they are visible to the public. Underground transformer
vaults will not be recommended but will be allowed in a case by case basis,
since these transformers are harder to maintain.
g. All existing transformers installed prior to 2003 shall be replaced with new
more efficient ones. The new expanded underground feeders will be run as
much as possible, along service roads and not using the visitor’s paths.
h. The Zoo facilities building shall be provided with EV charging stations.
Minimum of (2) stations shall be provided for each designated parking area
of Zoo vehicles.
i. Power infrastructure connections shall be provided to designated temp
events sites. Dedicated transformers and power distribution equipment shall
be installed, including temp proper connectors of different sizes ready to
connect to temp wiring cables brought by outside vendors.
j. PV solar provisions will be installed in all buildings with a roof surface
of at least 250sq. ft. Depending on the building configurations, conduits
infrastructure shall be in place to allow for future additions.
2. Telecom and Signal Infrastructure
a. The Zoo shall be provided with a complete underground conduits
infrastructure to allow the connectivity of any part of the Zoo to the
backbone telephone, data, intercom, fire alarm mass evacuation
system, energy management system (Bacnet), etc. This shall be done
by installing a loop around the Zoo of underground conduits with
precast pull boxes to stub out connections to buildings and habitats
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3.0 Million Zoo Annual Attendance Projection Assuming Near-Term Improvements (Phases 1 - 3) Increase Visitor Capacity & Demand Through Phase 5
Current Zoo Annual Attendance (2017, Vision Plan)

1,743,800
Phase 1

Phase Implementation Year
AECOM Projected Growth by Phase Implementation
Additional Potential Growth (Draft Vision Plan)
Total Projected Growth by Phase Implementation
Total Annual Attendance
% Change in Annual Attendance by Phase
% of Total Growth
Visitor Origin (Residential/Tourist)
Total Employees by Phase Implementation (from 570 in 2019)
Additional Zoo Acreage by Phase Implementation
Planned Improvements by Phase

Projected Zoo Annual Attendance Growth by 2034
Phase 2

2025
276,600
197,625
474,225
2,218,025
27.2%
37.8%
85%/15%
725
13.8
California, Zoo Entry,
Circulation/Parking

Phase 3

2027
125,200
89,453
214,653
2,432,678
12.3%
17.1%
85%/15%
814
0.3
Asia with Treetops,
Nature Play, and
Rainforest

2030
219,000
156,471
375,471
2,808,150
21.5%
29.9%
80%/20%
990
7.0
Africa, Service
Center, Aerial Tram

Phase 4
2032
79,100
56,515
135,615
2,943,765
7.8%
10.8%
80%/20%
1,067
0.9
World Aviary, Bird
Show & Service (2
areas)

Phase 5
2034
32,800
23,435
56,235
3,000,000
3.2%
4.5%
80%/20%
1,101
0.0
Islands

Phase 6
2037
0
0
0
3,000,000
0.0%
0.0%
n/a
1,101
0.0
Administration
Building

Assumptions for conversion/combining AECOM attendance
1+2
4
3
5
6
n/a
projections by phase number (see notes below)
NOTES:
Phase 1 combines growth projected by the AECOM Financial Feasibility Study for Circulation/Parking improvements, California, Zoo Entry and Sea Lions (Phase 1 and 2 per the Draft Vision Plan)
Phase 2 assumes growth projections for Asia, Nature Play, and Rainforest (Phase 4 in the Draft Vision Plan)
Phase 3 assumes growth projections for Africa and southern service area (Phase 3 in Draft Vision Plan)
Phase 4 assumes growth projections for World Aviary (Phase 5 in Draft Vision Plan, and formerly included the Water exhibit, which was eliminated from the Project through EIR scoping)
Phase 5 assumes growth projections for Islands (Phase 6 in the Draft Vision Plan)
Phase 6 would not incite or facilitate attendance growth as no additional visitor amenities or space would be developed
Phase 7 would not incite or facilitate attendance growth as no additional visitor amenities or space would be developed

Phase 7
2040
0
0
0
3,000,000
0.0%
0.0%
n/a
1,101
0.0
Parking Garage

n/a

1,256,200
Phase 8

n/a

